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PREFACE

This handbook is the last of six hardbooks on artillery ammuni-
tion and forms a part of the Engineering Design Handbook Series of
the Army Materiel Command. Inforn:ation concerning the other
handbooks on artillery ammunition, together with the Table of Con-
tents, Glossary and Index, will be found in AMCP 706-244, Section
1, Artillery Ammunition--General.

The material for this series was prepared by the technical
Writing Service of the McGraw-Hill Book Co., based on technical
information and data furnished principally by Picatinny Arsenal.
Final preparation for publication was accomplished by the Engi-
neering Handbook Office of Duke University, Prime Contractor to
the Army Research Office-Durham for the Engineering Design
Handbook Series.

Agencies of the Department of Defense, having need for Hand-
books, may submit requisitions or official requests directly to
Publications and Reproduction Agency, Letterkenny Army Depot,
Chambersburg, Pennsylvania 17Z01. Cortractors should submit
such requisitions or requests to their contracting officers.

Comments and suggestions on this handbook are welcome and
should be addressed to Army Research Office-Durham, Box CM.
Duke Station, Durham, North Carolina 27706.
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SECTION

MANUFACTURE OF 6
METALLIC COMPONENTS OF ARTILLERY AMMUNITION

INTRODUCTION

6-1. Objectives in Design. Design of compo- to render withdrawal easy. A method of manu-
nents of artillery ammunition seeks to accom- factiring cartridge cases by spiral wrapping of
plish objectives set forth in requirements of sheet steel is also coming into increased use.
service. Design and the expedients of available 6-4. Progress in Manuacturing Techniques.
material and manufacturing methods must be Use is being made of the techniques of powder
correlated to minimize drain on stockpiles and metallurgy for the manufacture of rotating
man-hours in times of emergency. Principal bands and o&her parts that lend themselves to
metals employed for a round of artillery are this method. Use of cold extrusion methods
(1) steel for the shell, (2) brass for the cart- promises a superior shell body, having 'the
ridge case, and (3) crpper for the rotating required physical (including fragmentation)
band. Steel is also employed success.'ully for characteristics, from a slug which exceeds the
certain types of cartridge cases. weight of the finished carcass by only a few

6-2. Reasons for Use of Steel and Brass. The percent. However, throughout the period In-
low cost of steel and its ready ada .zb.lity to cluding the First and Second World Wars, a
a wide variety of specifications, especially few changes which could be regarded'as radical
those for strength and hardness, vir*ually rule departures from pre-existing practice took
out any other material from consideration, as place. Cartridge case manufacture is still more
far as the shell is concerned. Cartridge brass, or less uncharged, although the labor of hand-
despite its higher cost, o\ves its traditional ling compenents has been greatly reduced. A
employment chiefly to the ease with which it noteworthy forward step In the case of high-
may be drawn into a thin-walled case, its re- explosive shell was the forge finish of the
sistance to corrosion, and its successful per- cavity. This saved aruch expensive machining.
formance of the function of obturation. 6-5. Casting Versus Forging of Steel Shells has

6-3. Selection of Ma.iipulative Techniques. attracted the attenton of many ordnance en-
SMeans employed to cause metais to assume the gineers. The principal resistance to casting

high-explosive shells arises from a justifiable
desired iorm include (1) casting in a mold; skepticism about the integrity of the inlshed
(2) squeezing and drawing, either hot or cold; article. Cast steel, except under high hydro-

! ~and (3) machining. Selection oi one or more-a.ostatic heads, is especially prone to blowholes
of these techniques, in an appropriate sequence,
is governed by considerations of both cost and on accoiint of its relatively high melting point,

F adaptability. Thus, while it would Le possible to as compared with cast iron. Centrifugal cast-
ing has been proposed but never seriously

machine a large shell out of a solid bar, it is considered. Tank hulls, however, were sue-
cheaper to forge hot and finish on the lathe.
Similarly the easiest way to make a cartridge possibility of casting high-explosive shell withposibiit is (1)in toheplev blank ouwith fo rle
ase Is (1) to blank out a disk from rolled the aid of shell molds cannot be overlooked.

strip, (2) to cup it and, (3) by successive draws
and intermediate anneals, to extend the metal 8-6. Influence of Hot Versus Cold Work on
into, a long, cylindrical thin-walled container Steel. In hot-forging, as distinct from cold-
having the necessary combination of plasticity working, the temperattre of the steel always
and resilience to expand with the gun tube at e.xrceds the critical range. Hence, the micro-
the instant of firing, and to retreat sufficiently structure of the steel is nustenitic. No amount

6-1 A-
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of deformation while in this condition injures
the steel in cny way; on the contrary, it fin-
proves it. Cold-worked steel can always be,~
dlainguished from hot-forged stock, under the
microscope, by the appearan~ce of the grains. ý
Cold-working tends to elongate the grains
whereas hot work breaks up the large crystaiss -
which tend to form at elevated temperatures,
into a fine grain of normal polyhedral pattern.
However, if steel Is subjected to tension while L~

at forging heat, the amount of elongation to
which It can be subjected without cracking de-
pends upon the cleanliness of the steel. Dirty '
steel (including high -sulfur steel), i1 ex-
tended aufficiently under the rolls, may exhibit
c racks.

Redruceion by cold wor*'ng, per coen
6-7. Hot Work Produces Satisfactory Shell. T"he
familiar pierce-and-draw process of manufac- Figure 6-1. Stress-s~rain curves of cold-
turing steel shells subjects the steel to far less wcrked, low-carbox steel
risk of cracking from overextension than the
rollizk dow:4 in the mill. Manufacture of shell
forgings by hot work is an eminently satis-
factory method. Rt does entaifl, of course, the - -

macLining of the exterior of the forging and the 1 -0-

removal of a considerable quantity of steel.-
The latter is conserved by circulation through *0- OvsUX 0.30
the open-hearth furnances as scrap. WO 0.6

6-8. Influence of Cold Work on Physical Prop-
erties of Steel. The principal zraqults of cold .511
work are a considerable increase In tensile 7
strength and alarge loessin ductility. Yield k
strength increases as the ct oss section is de-
creased. With reductions of 30 to 70 percent, 4

it is at least 90percent of the tensile strength; a
and for greater reductions, yield strength and
tensile strength may for all practical purpoees
be'the same. Figure 6-1 shows the stress- ~
strain curves of cold-worked, low-carbon steel .

Figure 8-2 shows the influence of carbon con- .9 s
tent on the gain In tensile strength arising C
from cold work.C40

6-9. Extrusion for Shell Manufacture. Steel, "D 30- -

especially low-carbon steel, can, it is now
known, be made to flow under sufficient pres-
sure into the form oi an artillery shell or to
cartridge case and to acquire, In the process,
the required physical properties. Under favor- 0---------

I 20i Z 30 40 SO60 70 009010
able circumstances pressures of over 20 0RCI. f...Oe
tons -many times in excess of the yield strength
of the steel -may be applied without iear of Figure 6-2. Effect of cold working on3 the
rupture. Also, deep-drawing operations charac- tensile strength of carbon steel, gain in
teristic of cartridge case manufacture may be tensile strength versus area reduction

6-2
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carried out to the extent of a 55 percent reduc- cated. Further, there appears to be a remark-
tion, an am•tnt far in c-cess of normal limits, ably low percentage loss of steel In cold ex-
" 1 trusion. For example, a 75-mm shell weiging

-0. Advantaes o Extrusion over For K'ing. 8.9 pounds starts with a 9.22-pound slur,. The
Among tho. advantages claimed forextrusio-.are key to successful operation lies iW the proper
(1) the enhancement of phytical properties, by application ol zinc phosphate to tne swrfacle of
cold-work, beyond the requirements of the the shot-blasted and pickled slug andi uccessive
specifications for steel sheu; (2) the elimina- squeezes. The metal phosphate acts as a"host"
tion of Leating facilities for foiging and heat to the sodium stearate soap lubricant to avoid
treatment; (3) the avcodance of a reser to sticking and tearing of the component against
critical alloys. MaNrauese content is greatly the extrusion tools.
reduced, savings up to 50 percent being indl-

4'q[ 6-3
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FORGING OF HE SHELL

6.-11. Steel Used Early in World War U. Shells sistance of the steel. In general, as far as
were forged from a stel known as X-1340, steel for shells Is concerned, high sulfur con-
which had the following composition: carbon, tent was believed (1) to contribute to non-
0.35 to 0.45 percent; maiganese, 1.35 to 1.65 uniformity in quality; (2) to be responsible for
percent; phosphorus, 0.45 percent maximum; trabsverse weakness and red shortness, giving
sulfur, 0.075 to 0.15 percent. These are rela- rise to longitudinal cracks at the open end of
tively high percentages of manpanese and sul- the shell; and (3) to occasional surface defects.
fr. nigh manganese content was originally in- High sulfur content does, however, promote
tended to secure the required physical proper- free mnchining. But above all other considera-
ties (on cooling from forging temperature) lions, the presence of large quantities of high
without sutsequent heat treatment, mnanganese sulfur shell-steel scrap (crop ends, scrap
being a hardener. The amount by which 0.01 forgings, lathe chips, etc.) was a menace to the
percent manganese increases the tensile quality of other steels in the mil whose sulfur
xtrength varies with the carbon content from contents were normal.
100 to 500 psi. The increase in the yield 6-13. Reels Used After World War EL Steel
strength is soIewhat more than this, 50,000 which replaced the older X-1340 had the fof-
psi, accompanied b7 good ductiLty, being easily lowing composition: cari'ton, 0.60 percent max-
attained with m-ri nese in ezcwss of 1.0 per- imum; silicon, 0.15 to 0.35 percent; manganese,
cent, provided the cooling Is rapid and uniform. 1.00 percent maximum; sulfur, 0.06 percent
While the physictl requirements were met in maximum. Maximum percentages of residual
the smaller shells, difficult7 was experienced mgeients w ere entas ,of rela0.35
with the 155-mm on account of the higher ratio ingredients were miven as poeows: nickel, 0.25
of volume to beat-robting surface. Th".s ac- percent; chromium, 0.30 tprcent; copper, 0.25
counts for the decision 4 the Ordnance De- percent; toMether with the proviso that the sumpsrtment to vicpt s steel with lower manga- of the percentges of nickel, chro!w1lum anderticontent t lt 't steln withe lorered eg- copper must not exceed 0.50. This steel had
chanics l properties to beat treatment. Teis no noticeable influence on the amount of work

required In the forge shop. There was a 40otce-
action also saved coL31derable quantities of able aence of any tendency to crack, L ape-

re, which ws In short supply, and cially at the open end of the forging. Th' work
simplified the work of the forge by eUmnatng t m es
air-blast cooling; however, the work in the shOp, nowever3 was
machine shop was increased. 6-14. Prevailing Shell Steel Specifications. The

chemical requirements of shell steels, as of
6-12. Objections to High Sulfur Content. Re- 17 February 1953, are shown in table 6-1.
duction of the manganese content of the steel
would have necessitated a reduction in the sul- Grades WDSS I and 2 are used for thu most
fur in any event, since there is a limit to the part for 60-mm and 81-mm mortar shell forg-
amount of sulfur with which manganese will Ings; also for the 57-mm recollless gun shell.
combine to form manganese sulfide and thus The other grades cover all calibers from
ri4 the steel of the more objectionw-e iron 37-mm to over 155-mm, In which the yield
sulfide. Lower percentages of sulfur *ere de- strengths vary from 60,000 psi to 80,000 psi.
sirable, however, for other reasons. First, All shell steel is made by tke basic open-
mnguaneae sulfide is alnost completely In- hearth process to fine grain practice, silicon
soluble in solid iron. Consequently, when the 0.15 to 0.30 percent. Bessemer steel never has
iron solidifies manganese sulfide is present in been acceptable for shell bodies because of its
the mass of metal as discrete particles. These low notch' toughness, especially at jubzero
particles, if present in large quantities, as a temperatures. Tho currentspecificatlonfor hot-
result of excessive sulfur, may have a dele- forged artillery shell is identified as bilL-8-
terious effect on the ductility and impact re- 10520C (ORD).
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Table 6-1

Carbon Manganese Phosphoru: Sulfur Silicon
Steel no. percent percent percent percent percent

WDGS 1 0.14-0.20 1.00-1.30 0.040 max. 0.08-0.13 0.10 max.
WDSS 2 0.2$-0.34 0.60-0.90 .040 m&x. 0.00 max. 0.15-0.33
WEES 3 0.60 max. 1.00 max. 0.040 max. 0030 max. 0.15-0.30
WDSS 5 0.65 max. 1.00 max. 0.040 max. 0.050 max. 1. 15-0.30
WDSS 6 0.55 max. 1.00 max. 0.040 max. 0.050 max. 15-0.30
WDSS 7 0.65 max. 1.30 max. j 0.040 max. 0.050 max. 5-0.30

In the abo'.e steels, incidental elements &hall not exceed the following: nickel. 'S per-
cent; chromium, 0.20 percent; copper. 0.50 percent; molybdenum. 0.06 percent,

6-15. Shapes From Which Shell Forgings Are shown were standardized at a '_ ne when the
Made. The modern hot-forged shell blank starts Ordnance Department purchased ,ell forgings
as a billet, parted off from round stock or from prime contractors. Later on, when shell
square stock with rounded corners. In the machiners purchased shell forgings directly
familiar pierce-and-draw process, the square- from the forge plants, no fixed outside dimen-
stock type has the advantage (more fully dis- sions existed. In coaseqvrnce the same sheU
cussed elsewhere) of imposing less severe duty forger made shell forgings to differe-t dimen-
on the punch, since lateral movement of the slons at various times, or even at the same
steel takes place as the die pot is filled, thus time, if he had orders from several shell
limiting the extent of rearward xtrusion. machiers. The desirability of saving weight

caused changes in these dimensions to the
6-16. Specifications. Military specification for point ohere they lost their original signift-

. shell steel covering the compositions shown in cance. Cavity sizes, of course, persisted, since
the table above are the following, the cavity vms finished in the forge, apart

Federal. QQ-M-151-- Metals: GeneralSpec- from the small amount of material I-emoved
ification for Inspection of. by shot blasting.

MIL-M-11266 - Macroetch Test
and Macrographs of Steel Bars; MIL-M-12286 - 6-18. Billet Separation. The great majority of
Macroetch Test and Macrographs for Resul- shells are frged from single or double slugs
furized Steel Bars, Billets and Blooms. parted off from the main billet or bar. Sepa-

Stardard. Military, MIL-STD-129- Mark•n ration way be effected in various ways, es-
of Shipments. pecially by (1) shearing, (2) sawing, or (3)

flame cutting; (4) "nick "and brtak" was also
These specifications (1) cover the quality of the widely used. The firrt three do not permit
steel; (2) indicate permissible variations for effective Inspection of the separated surfaces
check analysis; and (3) deal with the matters of for secondary pipes, cracks and holes. Break-
internal soundness, (4) extent of the discard Ing does, but slivers and rough breaks occa-ina-
from the top and bottom of the ingot, (5) identi- ally mask holes and cracks. Mcreover, steel
ficatlon by heat number, and (6) surface con- breaks at times with a loose sliver which is
ditlon. They also exhibit permissible variations nct easily detected if it lies flat against the
from size and straightness; and deal with sam- broken surface. Such a sliver would end up as
plig, inspection, and test procedures. Notes a sliver in the cavity and be detected on shot
are also appended on preparation for delivery blastirg, causing rejec#.an of the forging.
and ordering data.

For shearing, the -b. must be heated to at
6-17. Shaes and Dimensions of Shell Forgings. least 80F to avoid sha.ring cracks. Even so,
Figure 6-3 gives information on the shape and if the slus are not deitvered to the furnace
dimensicns of forgings for 75-mm, 90-mm, and within a few hours or days at the most, cracks
105-mm shell. These data were laid down for may develop unless the steel has been heated
World War II manufacture. The dimensions to 200F. Among the methods available for

A05
6.5
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1BY UPSETTER METHOD.

CONTOUR MAY VARY BETWEEN THAT SIN,d BY FULL UNE AND THAT SHOWN BY DOTTED LINE

4TCV M7
MAX-A TOLERI.NCE OF*0" IS PERMITTED

MAX
ON THE DIAMETER AT ANY PORTION
OF THE INTERIOR CAVITY

SIZE A 1 C D IE IFG IH I I 4 K IL M N OPQ0
m 1148- L361. 1 It I I, /2 3L28. 24 .8 AI' 8iI.1 '

9 14.0 6.1172.02.151 I' 3!0
13,45-O _.d,!QIQ1 0 _2

DIMENSIONS OF SHELL FORGINGS

Figure 6-3. Dimeusions of shell forgrngs

separation of the slugs from the bar, shearing appreciable cooling effect. A thin skin only Is
Is the cheapest. However, shearing of rounds affected in the second or go of contact between
in si'ted to 3 inches diameter, although some- high-pressure water and the steeL Reheating
what larger squares are sheared. Nicking and of the thin, cooled skin by th* heat In the body
breaking is the cheapest method for large of the slug Is rapid.
shelle. Sawing and flame cutting give square
ends that make it easier to set the slug upright 6-20. Shell Forjing. The apparently simple
on ine rotary hearta of the heating furnace, process of forgirNg a shell from a heated slug

"�~ _Is actually beset by many pitfalls. Modern
6-19. Billet Scale and Descaling. Shell steel techniques have grown out of extensive develop-

J:! bars, when dtiivered to the forge, are covered ment. Earlier and mo_-e direct methods cen-
with a light scale ind occasionally with rust. tered about forcing a punch into a round slug
The amount of scale formed and its nature vary previously raised to forging heat and placed in
with furnace heating time, temperature, and the a Wle or "pot" which it fitted loosely. The metal
composition of the shell steel and of the fur- rises around the punch, much alter the fashion
nace atmosphere. Scale is abrasive and ruins of drawing on a he~vy steel glove. The load on
tools and dies. A nonretentive scale Is desired, the punch under these circumstances is very
that is, one that can readily oe knocked off in severe, and its life is short. The surface of the
its entirety. Scale on a round slug can be punch deteriorates rapidly, giving rise to rough
cracked off with an end squeeze; another method cavities which have to be machined. "Wash"
employs serrated rolls. Water jets driven by heating of me slugs (hasty heating causing steep
high pressure (2,500 psi) are effective without temperature gradients from the hot exterior to

6-0 '
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the cooler Interior) forces the punch to run to 6-22. The One-dhot Mf' i& FIguroe 6-4 lhlti-
the side, producing "thick-and-thin" forgings, tratec dbig4ammaticaJil A progressive staeps
"difficult to machine and wasteful of steel. in the one-,hot plerclr- proces that is inced-

Itod with producing smooth, aLtin-)Uke craities.
Punches are now msae of alloy steel and are The profile of the piercing p,.bch must, of
lubricated. The IosJ cn the piercing press is course, be that 4 the eriety in the shell Since
reduced by perlormlng the forging process in the ordinary bigh-explo~ive atAll has a faLrl7
two steps. First a cup is formed In the press; large length-to-eavity diameter ratio, the plere-
this cup Is thvn mounted on a mandrel and Ing punch is much longer and more elndertiAk
pushed throuvgn a series of ring dies of gradu- the punch required fer the more famlina-
ally diminishi size to draw out the body of doulole-operation sequence of pierce and drsv.
the forging. Provision of a retreating btoe In the die averts

the limitations encounered when 9selis
Possibly the most significant change between pierced in ode go.
the two World Wars has been the use of round-
cornered sq~ares in place of rounds for the In the one-sho prtes". friction bet na the
slugs. The load oa the punch is reduced, since exterior of the slug siud the die tends to hold
lateral flow ot the steel to fill the die reduces the forging agln4 tha die walls, while t*e
the a,•ount of backward extrusion, as well as .Anch makes Its way into the interior of !be
the work ree.ulrd to change the shape of the slvg, extending It as the base of the die erops
slug to that of a cup. when the thrust upon It exceeds a predeter-

mined adjustable vale. Slug tempertures must
6-21. ObjecUves in Shell Forging The effort to be high and heat:ng should be unIform if "run-
produce accurate, minimura-weight shell forg- out" I the long and relatively slender punch to
Ings arises from the r.ecessity of saving steel. to be avoided. A modiflcatlon of the oe-shot
During a war, shells are manufactured in astro- process calls for tha use of a second prss"
nomicl, quantities, and demand on steel capac- where the bottom of the forging is se.
Ity In correspondingly heavy. The reurn of
scrap and chips to the mills reduces the load on Figure 6-5 is a diagrammatic cr.s-ectiom
the blast fur: ace, and is a necessary part of the through a "one-shot" pros. The piercing
material requirement of the open hearth. Trans- punches are fastened to a turntable which Is
portat/on is another factor. Tools need be c=- indexed 9W after each piercing operation. This
served. Power used in the machine shop is less gives the punches a chance to cool off and to
If only a thin roughirg cut h's to be made. be lubricated for the subsequent operation.
Weight may be saved it the owt."ie diameter, After the first turn through a right angle, the
also on the length and on thickness at the base. punch which has just been at work is sprayed
But enough metal has to be left to make sure with oiL Andoher quarter bum and it is I=-
that a high percentage of forginga will "clean mersed in oIL A third quarter turn and It is
up" during rough turning without leaving any l4 the inspection poaitlc.. The means whereby
black spots. the bae of *be die (marked "resistance pin")

descends as the pressure upon it exceeds a
Se'eral distinct improvements have been suc- predetermined pressure ar clearly In evi-
cessaul: (1) the so-called French extrusion dence. This relief pressure is adapted to the
process, in which a plunger moving downwarids variable resistance of shell steel at forging
within a cylindrical die extrudes the slug over heat to change of shape; and to variatione in
a punch which sits upright with its nose within the frictional resistance of the interior oa the
the die; (2) use of mechanically operated die with wear. Punches In this opertim have
presses, such as bulldozers and upsettere; (3) to be carefully guided, as ndicated by the ef-

Sapplication of cross rolls (familiar In the man- tensive punch guide on top of the die.
ufacture of seamless tube) to the extension of
the cup produced by the piercing -ross; (4) the 6-23. Hydraulic Piercing for Subsequent Draw-
"one-shot" process, in which the bus of the inL. In the prucme described in the precedi
die drops downwards under a coatrollable pres- paragraph, the entire action takes place In the
sure, -thus minimizing rearward extrusion of the piercing die unless a second operation to set
steel and re"Uein the load on the punch. the bottom of the forging is used. The greatest

a .. .. .-. . . .. .. . . "
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i 1 3 4 5
REDUCTION IM LENGTH FURTHER SLIGHT BASE RETRACTION BASE RETRACT)OI

SHOWS BILLET HAS REDUCTION IN HAS COMMENCED HAS CONTINUED
UMPED UP AT TOP LENGTH SHOWS

Of TAE DIE MORE BUMP UP
IN TOP Of DIE

Fgwre 6-4. Progressive stages of oke-shot piercing method

part of high-explosive shell manufactured dur- pressure of the punch until friction between
lng World War 11, however, was forged in two die and slug takes hold and lateral displace-
major operations, the "pierce" and tne "draw". ment supervenes. Finally the excess metal In
bMany minor variations of the piercing or "cup- the die extrudes rearward toward the end of
"ping" operation appeared. Sometimes the die the piercing stroke.
put was inverted, the punch entering from
below, partly to facilitate the removal of scale The maximum square is determined by the
but principally to secure concentric entry of consideration that the steel displaced from
the punch. If a cylindrical or prismatic slug is the cavity by the punch must be sujfficient to
placed in a tapered die set upright, it tends to fill the four segments betw-.n the billet and
rest against one side of the die, causing eccen- the die; otherwise the fort ng would not LIll
tric entry of the punch. There is less liklihood the die. If S is the measure of the side of the
of this happening in the case ol an inverted square and r the radius of the corner, then for
die. Figure 6-6 shows the arrangement of the equality between the area of the original round
tools al a hydraulic press for inverted piercing. cornered square and the final annulus

6-24. Round Versus Square Slugs. During World S2 = 3.222rS + 2.45 r2 = 1.375d2
War U the use of round stock for shell slugs
was restricted, on account Of its higher cost 6-25. Drawing After Piercing. Figure 6-7 ex-
as compared with round-cornered square bil- hibits a typical draw bench with solid ring
lets. But there is less rearward extrusion, dies. As previously Indicated, the forge work
tat is, flow of metal in the direction opposite required to produce a shell Wi divided between
to that of punch traveL In fact, in the early use the piercing press and a stibsequent draw. The
of the round-cornered square it was hoped to drawing operation may be carried out on a
avoid rearward extrusion (with its consequent mandrel which pushes the cup through a series
erosion of punch and die) by making the area of ring dies of successively smaller diameter.
of the original squire equal io that of the final Instead of solid rings, rollers may be used; or
anm-lus. Actually the slug Is shortened by the humped rolls may be employed for the purpose,

6-s .. i
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The cavity is merely shot-blaste, wd litt
BEST AVAILABLE COPY metal is remuved in the proceso.

"6-26. The lrencl Katruslon Method ad forging
shell forerhadows the modern techniques of
cold extrusion which will be described later.
The principle is lllustrated in figure 6-9. A
slug. raised to forging heat, is placed in the

I Adie (B). The punch (C) then moves forward to
Pq1LL TAK - �- .'cause flow through the annular space between

the dle (B) and the manwrel (A), the action being
PREFtLL VALVE continued until the desired base thickness of

the forging is secured. The process can be

MAIN RAM readily carried out on a bulldozer. This simple
method of forging high explos.'e snell attracted
lo-sm attention during World War U than it

"MAIN CYLINDER merited, partly on account of the uncertainty
concerning the outside diameter of tne forging.

WEDGE Some care Is necessary in the adjlistment of
CY.IN|DU , ,WEDGE CYLNOr.1 the relative axial position of the die (B) and the
TOP mandrel (A), and consequently d1 the charac-
CROSS.EAO teristics of the vanular orifice between them,

to ensure satisfactory performance.

WEDGE RAM
70¢ R6-27. Proqpressive Piercing on the Upsetter.

1S•T OoThe origin of the force that does tha work in
CROSSMEAD) FOUR PO9SITION

T-nRET forging a shell from a slug is a mntter of little
STOPS moment1 granted that adequate force is avail-

MOUo SINGE able. A hydraulic press produces a steady

thrust, but a crank and flywheel combination
produces a variable tarust. Toe thrust bmy be
as g-eat near the dead center as the several
parts of the machine will withstand, but it de-

STRONG SaxC PUNCH GUIDE clines raridly toward crank positions at right
angles to the dead center.

0 0 oGiven I sufficiently powerful proeg, the job of
forging a shell should apparently be completed

DOE HOL.DER DE CLOSING at one heavy stroke: nevertheless, a series of
GEAR

operatnons is necessary, if for no other reason
SCOLUMN INI RESISTANCE PIN thin that the energy capacity of the system per

revolution o0 the flywheel is a limiting factor.
The sequence is best interpreted by reference

T SAS to figure 6-10, entitled "Upsetter Forging With

Figure 6-5. One-shot press a Collar." i"n brief, the bar, oae end of which
has been -heated while the other serves as a

as shown in figure 6-8. While the shape 01 the toLS hold, is pushed against a stock gage and
piercing punch is determined by the experience gripped by the closing dies. In tho frt push
of the tool designer, the profile of the draw- (not shown n th, diagram) the punch upsets the
bench mandrel must, o0 course, be that of the end of the b6r and splinters the scale. There-
cavity in the shelL Likewise the diameter 61 after, the -stock Is Pushed forward to the gage
the last ring die is determined by the diameter a second time after turning through W0. Sub-
of the shell, that is, It must not be less than sfequent evnts may be followed from the dia-
this. Actually, of course, sufficient metal must gram. After each thrust of the pitman carrying
be left on the outside to"cleanup" on machining, the bead in which the punches are mounted, the

qt
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Figure 6-6. Hydrtrdic press tools
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split die opens, one half mov4ng uwder toggle
action to enable the operator to tran,;fer the
stock from one impression to the neyt W~low.
In th-s way the final form of the forging is
reached. Round or squire stock may bb used
in the upsetter. The latterbhas the advantage of
being readily gripped in the dies, despite rea-
sonable variations in size.

5-28. Tht Effect o~f Water.Sprays in Not Forg-
! lies in the extent to which thie hot forging

is cooled. With modern shell steels, no injury i ---
results as long as the outer layers remain
above the critical temperature; however, if
surface cooling is continued until the tempera-
ture falls to the "blue heat" (around 7007),
the deformabillity of the steel becomes low;
steel tends to fracture at this temperature like
cast iron. Ordinarily this does not happen.
Even the hydraulic descaling of the slug with
cold water under a pressure of 2,500 psi ap- Figure 6-10. Upsetter.foging
pears to have no injurious effects. In any case,

even if fine hair-like cracks should form on
the outside as the forging, any injury from
water would be removed in rough turning.

Cracks in the cavity would be more serious,
both because of the greater difficulty of ob-

- Iservation and on account of the small amount
of metal removed by shot blasting. Careful
investigation, in eases where water was freely
sprayed in the cavity for pertods in excess of
normal, failed to reveal any cracks from this
cause.

6-29. Economics of Shell Forging. The cost of
producing a usable shell forging is the sum of
many minor and a few major Items. These in-
elude the cost of the steel, freight, unloading,
billet separation, transportation to furnace,
heating, descaling, forging, cooling, inspection,
"hospitalization, and loading. Coupled with these
costs are those for supplies, such as fuel,

CONICAL refractories, material for tools, packings, lu-

SECTION brication, overhead in the form of interest,

OF DIE depreciation of buildings and equipment, in-
•\ surance, taxes, management and other forms

of indirect labor; all of these must also be
"included in cost appraisal.

In making an appraisal of the different tech-
niques of forging shell, the method which
proves most economical for one size of shell
may not be the cheapest for another. For ex-

Figure 6-9. !rench extrusimo process ample a 75-mm HE shell forging is most

6-12
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economically made an the upsetter; the up- 1. Inspection for Soundness.
setter, however, is the most expensive method Soundness of base
of making the 105-mm. Seams and slivers

Scoring or roughness of cavity
6-30. Comparative Study of Shell Forging Meth- Scale pits
ods. Certain considerations other than cost Gas pockets or blisters
enter into the selection of equipment to forge Torn cavity
shelL These are (1) what t:.pe of equipment is Tear dsrops
best adapted to rapid conversion on the out- Cracks in nose end after nosing
break of war; (2) what forging equipment should 2. Inspection for kdherence to Dimensions.
be immediately available, without conversion, Outside diameter
if urgent necessity should arise; (31 the degree Diameter of cavity
of skill required in any g:iven method, since a Length of shell (clean metal)
proress than can be operated by unskilled labor Thickness of base
has the advantage of a quick st-rt. Eccentricity

Ovality
An ASME study on "The Forging of H.E. Steel Length of taper in cavity
Shells" tabulates the various items of cost Ballooning of cavity (double nose)
entering intu the manufacture of 720,000 shells
by various methods, for four different sizes of 6-32. Inspection Before Heating_ The principal
shells, narrely, 75-mm, 90-mm, 105-mm, and

defects encountered in the slug are (1) un-
155-mm. The figures relate to 1943. In the soundness of the center caused by pipe; and
final analysis no large differences, with one or
two exceptions, exist among the various meth- (.•) surface seams and laps. Pipe is an unusual
p ods. Total cost divided by number of shells extension of the cavity which forms under the

results in the following average dollar values upper crust as the ingot cools and shrinks. This
of the four shell sizes: defect is usually removed by cropping in the

mill; but incomplete removal may cause un-

For the 75-mm shell forging, sound cores and basal porosity. Shells are pro-

577,500/720.000 = $0.81 tected against premature detonation from this
" sl fcause by a rolled steel plate, welded to the90-mam shell forging, base. Experimems to determine the possibility

105-mm877,800/720,000 $1.22 that basal porosity will cause detonation within

1,188,600/720,000ging, the gun tube indicate that the tiskisvery small.
1,188,600/720,000 - $1.65 It is, however, a chance that cannot be taken.

,4,02 0 shell forging, Pipe is detected by sawing and macroetchli"
3,443,000/720,000 - $4.78 the ends, and sometimes the middlh, of the bar.

Slug weights for these shell sizes were, ap: Billets 5 by 5 inches, or larger, are particu-
proximately, 19, 3hese 42, ands128 us, ere, p- larly subject to unsoundness, hence the ends ofproximately, 19, 30, 42, and 128 pounds, re- each slug are usually examined.
spectively. The costs, per pound of forged shell
are:

6-33. Inspection After Forgiqn. Inspection after
4.3 certs for the 75-mm forging is done before the forging hrs cooled.
4.1 cents for the 90-mm The principal checks are madeforconcentricity
3.9 cents for the 105-mm and thickness of base. This is followed by a
3.7 cents for the 155-mm cold inspection prior tomachinlng. "Teardrops"

Certain items, such as real estate and build- and "torn cavities" arise from the same cause.

inge, taxes, burden, overhead, and other more The melting point of the steel skin in the cavity
is lowered by the addition oi the carbon in the

or less fixed expenses, are not included in graphite lubrican used on the punch, and may
these figures. liquefy In flakes or globules which w'nld them-

6-31. Inspection of Shell Forgings. Forgings selves to the wall of the cavity. The bond is
are inspected for soundness and adherence to not secure. The shot blast sometimes removes
dimensions. Inspection procedures fall into the the flakes and the tear drops may be chiseled
following categorips: out.

"-" 6-13
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8-34. Sequence 4 Operations in the Mzehl'iJnl centricity thrn rotation of eliher shell or drill
ot Shet•. !be following operr~tons are nor- alone.
mally performed on ths shell after it comss
from the forge:

1. Shot blaming at cavity 6-36. achinn the tald at the ShelL2.etlengO figure -. Rough machining Is carried
2. Cuttien to length ou on a special, single-purpose lathe, designed
3. Centering to mount an optimum number at carbide cutting
5. Heatirg for nosing tools worldng simultanemouly. The ahell is
6. Nosting gr.pped Internally by the expanding pads of a
7. HNzt treatment heavy arbor, while Its base rides in the live
7. Testng forhat e s center dt the tailstock. The greater the number
8. TestInh for hardness at tools, with given feed and depth at cut, the
9. Shot blaing tighter must be the grip between arbor and

10. Nose boring hl

11. Finish turning at body

1M. Removing boss
13. Finishing of base 6-37. Nosing. The open end of the rough-
14. Rough turning at hand seat machined shell is closed In and the ogive
15. Finishing at band seat (including waving formed by a large vertical press capable ot

or knurling exerting pressures of 150 to 400 tons. The
16. Nose tapping body of the shell is well supported bya chuck
17. Dow relet finishing during the operation. Fuse thread diameter is
18. Nose notching the same for all high-explosive shell, from
19. Cleaning at band seat 75-mm to 240-mm; therefore, the open end at
20. Banding the largest shell must be deformed about three
21. Band turning times as much as the smaller calibers to pro-
22. Degreasing duce the same sise fuze hole. As a result,
23. Fastening at bas plate 155-mm shell and up are hot-nosed, while the
24. Painting 75-mm to 105-mm can be cold-nosed.
25. Checking for di, .nsione after each op-

eration 6-38. Heat Treating. The critical temperature
ot shell steel lies between 1,400 and, 1,4504F.

6-35. Preparation for Machin~rM After shot- All portions of the nosed shell forging must be
blasting the cavity to remove scale, the excess heated above this critical temperature and
length Is cut from the mouth of the for.ing and quenched. In order to achieve maximum hard-
a centering bole for the tailstock center Is ness prior to tempering, coupled with a mimi-
drilled in the base. The cutting-off operation mum at distortion, the cooling rats ol the In-
Is usually done by sawing or by flame-cutting side and outside, during quenching, must be as
on a cr~lle of slowly revolving rollers. The near the same as practical In order to make
torch is placed inside the shell, so that the sure that the critical temperature has been
flash is thrown to the outside wherv it is iAe- reached, the temperature is broughtup to about
moved in rough turning. For 155-ram shell and 1,500 to 1,525F. For quenching, oal is pro-
above, flame cuttng Is more economical than ferred to water, which Is more drastic in its
sawing. Since the cavity at the shell is not cooling actior vnd hence more lable to produce
machined, it is necessary to locate all machin- cracks. The quench Is followed b-, tempering, '4

operafions therefrom. The centering hole is that Is, reheating the shell to some tempera-
drilled while the forging is mounted on an arbor tare below the critical range to sotten and
which rotates counter to drill rotation. Thie ar- toughon the steeL Tempering temperatures
rangement gives a better guarantee of con- usually range from 1,000 to 1,250CY.

6-14 'A iA•¾.iU1 $2j,, t"
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the tempeture 6-the Lathe tfersteughand th
prm9. rexn fo Hrdengt. Thee Iepest anmisil ap- -40.a te hadeasI etrabstment the

at wb shells een ta n siled isdterminead cavsity sis an o y ashinbsing difclte. ordr-t
primarly b sthenecssth fc 48meetingll hard- seatisfactoy shelsale ormeturingd tthea treat-

now). Therefore, after tempering, the shell is nient, thus preparing the cavity for painting.
Drinell-tested for hardness. The iowest per-___________
Missib Bhinell iiardness is determined by the 6-41. Finish Mabnn.(dee f4gur 6-12.) To
minimumn tonalle stress specified; the highest prepare the shell I o ftnish machining, the nosee

6-15
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of the shell Is bored, reamed, and faced to lathe may be coupled with the finishing opera-
provide a surface for chicking. The shell I,. tion as tLa base.
mounted in the finishing lathe bet.-een an ex-
panding driver head, which grips the noae bore, 6-43. Machinlpg the Sand Groove. Crooves
and the talistock center, on which the boms In with radial sidewalls can be machired by a
the base of the shell rides, forming tool, which leaves circumferential

ridges in the botom of the groove and finish-
Because co Its effect an exterior ballistics, machines a portion of the shell adjacent to one
close tolerances are opecifed for surface side of the groove. These ridges are iater con-
roughness. The maxi:rum roughness permitted verted bao sharp projections by knurling roll-
by the Ordnance Dupartment Is 250 micro- ers ,ivth hardened teeth. Grooves with undercut
inches. sides and wavy ribs rcquire somewhat different

treatment. The groove is first opened up with a
The machinir4 setup is similar to that used for radial feed to the depth of the top of the ridges.
rough machiniN (paragraph 6-34), although a Clearance is then cut at the sides of the rec-
lighter lathe may be used. tangular groove. Undercutting of the sides of

the groove md machining of the wavy ribs by a
6-42. Finishing Me Base. After completing waving tool may be done simultaneously.
finish-turning of the shell, the boss on the
base is removed. It may be sheared off; sawn 6-44. Nose T Cutting the thread in the
by a metal saw, or abrasive wheel; or cut off nose of the shedl to receive the fuze is most
in the lalhe. An ewi =1U In also occasionally frequently done with collapsible tapping heads.
employed. The removki of the boss in the However, milling cutters may be used. These

F1

--" I

Fftue 6-12. ToolbWe sut*ov for h isq
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enter the bore, are then aoanced to cut, and thin-walled shell, welded overlay bands are
are traversed axially throuth a distance equal often used.
to the pitch of the thread, ..'le the shell ro-
tates once. Tapping may be done on a standard 6-49. Band Turning After having been set, the
tapping machine; a multistation machine may rotating band is macbined to the specified size
also be used. and shape. Bands without grooves may be fn-

ished with a single point tool; those with grooves
6-45. Finishinhg the Bourrelet. In order to are usually Unished on a lathe with a form tool
maintain the close tolerances of bourrelet Milling witt- a profiled cutter is also practiced.
diameter in mas3 production with unskilled Since gildiag metal :s comparatively soft, It
help, the bourrelet is usually finished by tends to spread beyond the confines of the
centerless grinding, although many machiners. groove dring the banding operation,; hence
prefer a shall.,w cut in the lathe with a very trimming tools must be provided in the machin-
fine feed ing set-up.

6-46. Nose Notch'ng. Staking notches a., re- 6-50. Washing and Decreasing. High-explosive
quired in some shells but not in all. These shells are painted to protect them against rust.
notches may be cut by various means, the most The surface is prepared by washing and de-
common being millirig. One or several milling greasing. This consists of an alkaline wash,
ci:tters may be used. If several are used the followed by a rinse and an acil wash. The alka-
cutters rot'te continuously, the shell bein., line solution dissolves the grease. It is not
pushed up against a stop governing the proper allowed to dry on the shell because the salts
depth of cut. may react with the -explosive in the cavity, and

for this reason is removed by flowing water In
6-47. Cleaning the Band Seat. The presence of the rinse tank. For the acid wash, the solutions
chips or other trash may interfere with the which are used contain phosphoric acid, -ihicn
proper seating of the band. The scat is there- (1) produces a surface to which paint adheres
fore claar-ed thoroughly with a steam jet, or by exceptionally well, and (2) forms a complex
wiping with a rag which has been wet with phosphate coating which protects the steel
carLon tetrachloride. A very thin layer of oil against rusting.
or grease does ,iot interfere with tight banding.

6-51. Fastening the Base Plate. Since pre-
6-48. Banding. The prooer mounting of the mature explosion may result from cracks,
driving band on the shell is of considerable sponginess, pipe, or holes in the base of the
importance, since the tightness of the band shell, a rolled steel plate is mountpd on the
affects the ballistics of the shell. The band, finished base of the PhelL This base plate may
made of gilding metal, copper, or iron, should be (1) welded on; (2) caulked with a lead ring;
fill the band groove completely, without clear- or (3) peened in place. The preferred method
ance; and exert pressure against the shell both in this country is resistance welding, either
radially wnd against tke %tides of the groove, with the wheel or the cam-operated, recipro-
Banding is commonly done on a multicyliuder cating type of spot welding electrode.
hydraulic press (figure 6-13), or a toggle joint
press (f.gure 6-14) known as a tire-setter, in. 6-52. Methods of Weight Control. For various
which a number of jaws are thrust radially reasons, including tool wear, variation in the
inward against the bind, squeezing it into size of the forge-fimhshed cavity, lubrication,
place. Banding may be done cold on shell up to and (in large shells) temperature during the
and including 240-mm. ?"r larger sizes the nosing operation, the weight of the shell would
band is beated to around 1,5007F before appli- vary beyond prescribed limits if means of
cation to the shell. In general it must be set weight control were not used. Among available
sufficiently hard so that when the pressure is methods of control are (1) the adaptation of the
released, and in the case of hot banding the outside diameter of that region of the rcugh-
band im cool, the shell springs back more than turned shell which undergoes deformation dur-
the band. If this condition is not fu lilled the ing nosing; (2) adjustment of the distance
band will be loose. Shell may also be banded between base and nos'in die; (3) altesatiou cd
by forcing through a die (figure 6-1'f. For the thickness of the base within prescribed

6-17 A
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FAgvre 6-137. Hydrudic baudbv press and pump

toterances; and (4) reduction of wall thickness pressed into the shell whilo at rest; while in
by removing metal from the cavity. As 2 last the second, t!hs atamps are mounted in the
resort, (5) a thin cut may be taken from the circumference of a wheel which rolls them in,
center section of the ogive. IhhIs procedure is as in a knuriling operation.

6-54. Hospitalization. In the course of man-V6-53. Maldg The Ordnaince Department re- facture a few hells s" through which will not
quires that all shells be stamped before paint- pars inspection. If the body is aversiu, the
Ing, in accordance with precise instruction* as shell can be remounted in the Waho for re-

I to which items are to be markted, on what part machining. Likewise, the ogive may be re-
of the shell the stamp is to be placed, and the profiled. Other hoopitalimation operation In-
asiz of leoters and numerals. Two methods are chide refacing the aose and retapping. A faulty
in common use. in the first the stamps are center may cause the shell to "run out," that

6-18
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Figure 6-14. Toggle joint bandiffg mnachi,.e

BREAK SHARP CORNERS finish may be Improved by the application of
a fa~st modlng abrasive band.

12*ETANCE~ 6-55. Painting. Except for the rotating band
AM T (sintered iron excepted) and the threads in the

N' nose, all parts ofthe shell must be painted
It prior to shipment. Spraying Is almost uni-

versally used. The paint appi~ed to the cavity
______________A- has an asphalt base and Is acid prod. The4

4. 21 V O;A RLE band is covered by a protectcr which may also
0"EO suppcrt the shell during the operation. The

-S.OO;A.threads are closed off by a plug which maty
Figure 6-15. Banding die serve to wapn the shel.

is, fail to clean up and show forging scale 6-56. InPAection. Durinig mant, cture the shell
after machining. The faulty center may be is insp~ected both by the manufacturer and by
welded up and redrilled. During nosing, non- Government inspectors. The manrfacturer in-
uniform lubrication may cause the nose near spects at frequent intervals, such as after the
the tip to be thicker on one side than on the forgings have been received, after rough-turn-
other. T7his may be corrected by machining out Irg, and after nosing; while Government in-
the irregularity with a boring bar and skiving spection in limited to three points In the pro-
tool. Uf heat treatment Is unsatisfactory, it may duction line: (1) before application cd the beand
be repeated. Debanding and rebanding is an- and base plate; (2) before painting-, and (3)
other function of the shell hospital. Surface after painting.

JA
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The prlncip;al function of n,1spection is to check erties are made, and the base plate struck a
on size and shape. For this purpose giges - sharp blow with hammxer and chisel to be sure
wherever possible, of the "go" and "not go" that it is secure. Finish Is checked by corn-
type - are provided. Visual inspection of the parison with a standard block or by means of
shell is nixr-at)rv at frequent intervals; con- a measuring device. Paint coverage, both out-
centric!ty is checked, tests of physical prop- side and inside, is examined visually.
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COLD EXT]hUSIGN OF HE SHELL

6-57. CoIJ Extrusion of Shell. A process for depression or "dimple" on top. This dimple
cold-forming shell by extrusion has recently centers the slug with respect to the punch in
been developed in this country. By the use of ihe next operation. The sized slug is 5.115
extremely high pressures, steel slugs are ex- inches in diamete,- over the upper cylindrical
truded into fir.ished shell with a minimum of portion; and 5.77 inches in overall length.
machining operations and waste material. The Before moving to the rn-xt operation, the s!ug
procesi consists of the following operations; is again phosphate coated and lubricated as

1. Preparing the slug described in the preceding paragraph.
2. Sizing the slug
3. First extrusion -first hit 6-60. Extrusion. (See figures 6-16c through
4. First anneal 6-16f.) The first extrusion operation is carried
5. First extrusion -second hit out on a 1,500-ton press;. the actual pressure
6. Second anneal required is 1,100 tons. The press has a 36-inch
7. Second extrusion stroke, :-d a 48-by-48 inch bed. It is powered
8. Third extrusion by t,',o 200 horsepower motors. Maximum oil
9. Extrusion to length 1%ne pressure is 2,460 psi. The bar, after this

10. Expansion of the bourrelet and drawing "first hit," has a cylindrical cavity 3.320
through inches in diameter and 4.08 inches deep. The

11. Nosing outer diameter has increased to 5.123 inches,
12. Stress relief anneal except whert it tapers to the nose. The over-
13. Machining all length has been increased from 5.77 incnes
14. Inspection and marking in the sized slug to about 7.4 inches. Following

washing and drying, the coimponent is inspected
The following paragraphs describe the cold for seams which, if they occur, are ground out.
forming of the 105-mm HE shell as practiced IH the seams are too deep, the piece is dis-
by the Mullins Manufacturing Corporation. The carded. The steel is then annealed at 1,450"F
procedures followed by other manufacturers to remove the effects of strain hardening. After
for machining this size or other sizes of shell annealirg, the piece is again phosphate coated
may differ in detail, but the overall process and Inbricated. A "second hit" deepens the cav-
is the same. ity, cabbages the nose, and further extends the

piece to about 7.9 inches, without change in the
6-58. The Preparation of the Slug. (See figure exterior diameter. A third extrusion pushes
6-16a.) A slug 4 11/16 inches long is sawn the rounded nose of the punch deep Into the
from a 5-inch dianeter C-1012 steel bar. Each tapered lower extremity, lengthens the body to
slug is chamfered, on both ends simultaneously, 8.8 inches, and develops the boat-tail. The
in a deburring machine, and the sawn faces are annealing, pickling, phosphate coating, and lu-
buffed to a smooth finish. The slug is washed brication are repeated, and the second andthird
in a solution of sodium orthosilicate and dried extrusions are performed at pressures of 650
in a hot air circulator. In preparation for the tons and 580 tons, respectively.
next operation, the slug is then (1) pickled in
sulfuric acid, (2) rinsed, (3) phosphate coated, 6-61. Extrusion to Length. (See Digure 6-17.)
(4) rinsed again, (5) neutralized, (6) lubricated, Up to this point the operations on tMe ..lug are
and (7) dried, comparable, in many w-ys, to hot forging; but

at this point the action becomes less familiar.
6-59. Sizing the Slug. (See figure 6-16b.) The Extrusion to length, cold, is not don" on a
slug is sized under a pressure of 900 tons by a draw bench. The piece is forced to flow through
punch In a die. This produces a reduced lower the annular space between the nose of the ex-
end in the shape of a conical frustum, designed truding punch and the die, so that the shell
t. center the piece in the next die; and a shallow "runs ahead" of the punch. This action may be

6-21__ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _ _ _ i
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SLUG
A

SIZE SLUG
PRESSURE REIDO-Seg TONS

B

IST HIT-IST EXTRUDE 2ND NiT- IST EXTRUPE
PRESSURE REO'D.-11OO TONS PRESSURE REQD,- 600 TONS

2ND EXTn"IOE
PRESSURE REQOD-65O TONS 3*0 EXTRUDE

E PRESSURE REIMD-56O TONS

r

Figure 6-16. Slug
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likened to any extrusion orocess in which a 6-63. *os g. (See figure 6-19.) This zeýration,
plunger forces the metal through a formed die. similar to the cold-rosing of hot-forged shell,
The cylindrical enlargement of the punch body is conducted in a 500-ton mechanical press.
acts as the plunger; the annular space between The shell sits In a lower, retairing die, while
the nose of the punch and the restricted region the nosing die descends upon it and forniz the
of the die constitutes the formed die. This op- ogive. Enough metal must be gathered in the
eratlon requires the usual coating and lubri- process to render nose reaming and tapping
cating preparation of the component. In addi- possible. The shell is then washed, rinsed,
tion, a lubricant consistirg of molybdenum dr~ed, and given a stress relief a.meal at a
sulphide and oil is smeared on the shoulder cf temperature of 850"F.
the piece at the press. The total pressure re-
quired for extruding to length is 650 tonw. The
shell, as it comes from the press, has been
extended to a length of 15.16 inches; its ex-
ternal diameter reduced to 4.09 inches; and the
inner to 3.185 inches.

rp"mM. 3Sf N(OUcC
P(ESSP REOC-40O TC-43

Figwre 6-19. Final nose reduce

6-64. Machining Operations. After the cold-
forming operations, the following machining

•-1 3- 1 is done: (1) the nose Is bored, faced, and
ExTiUoD To LEhGTM chamfered in preparation for threadi4: (2) theMssLAj REID.•5 TO"S band seat is cut and knurled; (3) the bourrelet

Figure 6-17. Slug, extrude to length is ground; (4) the rotating band is pressed
into the seat; (5) the band is turned and

6-62. Expanding the Bourrelet and Drawing trimmed; (6) the staking notches are cut; and
Through. (See figure 6-18.) The provious op- (M the base plate is welded on. These various
eration left the carcass with a boat-tail and a machining operations are similar to those al-
body which tapered by a few thousandths of an ready described for hot-forged shell (par&-
inch toward the expanded lip left by the ex- graphts 6-34 through 6-56). The small number
trusion die. It is necessary to expand the body and relative simplicity of the machining opera-
to produce the bourrelet. Tlus is accomplished tions on the cold-formed shell, as compared
by thrusting a punch of appropriate profile into with a hot-forged carcass, is impressive.
the cavity of the shell. While the shell remains
on the punch, the bourrelet is sized and the 6-65. Laboratory Tests. From each lot at
flart-d lip of the shell is straightened by drawing 2U,000 shells, two are picked at random, and
through a die. The expansion of the bourrelet tests carried out. on the steel of the shell body
requires about 175 tons; the subsequent sizing, and on the gilding metal The yield pcont of the
about 125. steel Is in the neighborhood of 73,000 psi; the

elongation 18 percent; and the reduction of area
about 64 percent. Typical results of tests on
the band give tensile strengths of about 38,000
psi with a 20 percent eloqation, and somewhat
greater than this with a 21 percent ellogation.
Each shell used for these laboratory tests Is
also checked for hardness. RockweeU B hard-

_ ____ ness numbers range from about 86 to Z.

"MANDx, SOURRELET 6-66. Inspection in Process of Manufacture.
PWSSURC fCt'O'-?5 TO•S After the slug has been sawn from the bar,

Figure 6-18. Expand bourrelet there Is a 100 percent inspection for weight;

6-23
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I
and one slug from the first baJr cut of each new a. Use of Strategic Material. Cold extrusion
heat is macroetched and tested for hardness. requires a steel with a low mrnganese content.
Following sizing, every 150th shell is given a Since manganese is a strategic material, this
profile check. After each of the first three represents an advantage over forging, which
squeezes, the shape and base thickness of the requires a high manganese steel.
shell are determined; also the size of the boat- b. Use of Steel Making Facilities. The cold
tail. After extrusion to length, body diameter is extrusion process uses a billet which is much
checked with a snap gage; also overall length; closer to the weight of the finished shell than
ard lip thickness with a ball point micrometer. that used for forging. The scrap resulting from
Since surface defects may show up after ex- the forging process must be reprocessed. This
pansion to swell the bourrelet, erery 15th shell represents an additional load on the steel mak-
is inspected visually. After nosik, the bour- ing facilities. This advantage of cold extrusion
relet dlanmeter, body diameter, rose diameter, may be offset if the percentage of rejects from
eccentricity of the nose, inside diametor of the the production line is greater than the per-
nooe, thickness of the base, and the size of the centage resulting from forging.
boat-tall are gaged. Visual inspection for de-
fects, with the aid of a light to view the cavity, The steel required for cold forging demands
is extensive, reaching 100 percent attwopoints. must be much freer from nonmetallic inclu-
After boring, facing, and chamfering the nose, sions and, since physical properties are ob-
the diameter of the bored hole, overall length, tained by work hardening, must have a more
nose diameter, and angie of chamfer are gaged. carefully controlled compositiop than that
After the machining of the band seat, there is a which is needed for forging. It is not known
100 percent check of the width of the band seat, whether or not our present facilities could
its diameter, the diameter of the recess at the supply the tremendous amounts of this high
rear of the band seat, and the position and angle quality steel which would be needed during
of the boat-tail with respect to the band seat. wartime.
After grinding, a snap gage is applied to the c. MachI.i', Operations. Cold extrusion
bourrelet. After threading, t:e thread gage is eliminates rougih wachining and finish machin-
used in every 5th shell. Gag~s are also pro- ing of the body of the shell, aswell as bourrelet
vided for inspection of the rotating band and its finishing. The remaining machin2 work is light,
position on the shell. The final inspection, which compared with Lhese two operations.
follows the welding of the base plate, includes d. Total Number of ODrattons. Although
the application of a "Multichek Gage" to the the cold extrusion process elkminates several
snell diameter at seven points, from nose to of the machining oporations required by forg-
rear bourrelet. After painting, the shells are ing, it requires eight press operatlons as com-
given a 100 percent visual inspection, both pared with three for forging. In addh!,n coldI
inside and out. All shells are then passed extrusion requires a rather complex lubri-
through the forward bourrelet ring gage. In cation operation before each press operation.
combination with ;revious inspection measure- Hot forging requires that the shell be brought
ments, this last-mentioned inspection serves to forging temperature before each pre.os op-
as a check on the thickness of the paint. eratlon; however, cold-forged shell must be

heat-treated several times during the forming

6-67. Government Inspection and Marking. Fol- operation in order to maintain required ohysical
lowing Govena ent i nspection bythelant, Gern t F properties. In all, approximately twenty-fivelowing final inspection by the plant, Government operations are required for cold extrusion

inspectors pass upon batches of 83 shells on a versus twenty-two for forging.

pallet. Shells released from inspection are er Costwo Pat Bae th xml
markd, henwashd, ondrize an dred, e. Cost of Plant. Because of the extremely

markte , then washed, bonderized and dried,i heavy, high-pressure extrusion presses re-
the cavity brushed out and painted in readiness quired, the cost of a plant for cold extruding
for packing, of shell is considerably greater than that for

a forging operatios. A further disadvantage
6-68. Coavarison of Hot Forging with Cold is that heavy-press time Is usually at a pre-
Extrusion of Shell. mium in time of war.

6-24
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COMPROMISE METHOD OF SHELL FORMING (HOT CUP, COLD DIZZAW)

6-69. Compromise Method of Shell Forming. while at the same time eliminating this major
The principal advantage oi cold forming is that disidvantage, has teen proposed. This method
the weight of the completed shell is within a would employ hot forming to make the first
few ounces of the weight of the slug from which draws and cold forming for the subseiuc..t
it is formed. By contrast, the weight loss re- operations.
suiting from the extensive machining which ac-
companies the hot-forging process may run as 6-70. Difficulties Inolved. The diffieulties in-
high as 50 percent. The principal disadvantage volved in this process are that (1) an extremely
of cold forming is that the 1,500-ton presses even heating of the billet is required to prevent
required for the first extrusion process are run-out of the punch, and that (2) some means
extremely expensive and at present are not must be provided to either prevent the forma-
readily available. tion of scale or to rIlminate it completely alter

it has formed. Large scale testing of this com-
A compromise method of forming, which would promise method is now under way at Frankford
make use of the advantages of cold forming Arseial.

K -
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MANUFACTURE OF HIGH-EXPLOSIVE PLASTIC SHELL

6-71. Introduction. The following paragraphs
describe the manufacture of the 75-mm shell,
HEP, M349, as practiced by the Chamberlain
Corporation. Procedures followed for other
shell or by other manufacturers may differ in
detail, but the basic process is the same.

The M349 includes three components: (1) a
shell body fitted with a rotating band, (2) a base
rlug, and (3) a gasket (figure 6-20). The base
section in the neighborhood of the rotating band
is relatively heavy. The side wall tapers from
the base to about a tenth of an inch at the nose.
The base is threaded to receive the plug.

6-72. Development. The HEP shell has an un-
usual profile which is poorly adapted to stand-
ard forging cold-forming techniques. The in-
terior protuberance, required to accommodate
the rotating band, makes it impossible to with-
draw a forming punch. Machining of the cavity
would be a difficult operation. Quite early in
the experimental work on this shell, trouble
was experienced with loose rotating bands
caused by the difficulty in seating the band on
the thin walL Attempts were made to make the
band an integral part of the shell body; failing*
that, a welded overlay of copper was used.

6-73. Experiments With a Two-Piece Body. At
-first, the body of the HEP shell was made in
two parts. The nose was a cold drawn ogive
made from cold rolled 1030 steel. This was

then brazed to the body. As chamber pressures
were increasea to secure higher muzzle veloc-
ities, the shell tended to bulge at the brazed
joint. Thickening the shell in this region was
tried and abandoned because of reduction In the
effectiveness of the round. Heat treatment to'
-harden the steel in the neighbo.,hood of the joint
was out of the question, since it would have
destroyed the brazed jouat. A single-piece, thin
walled shell appeared to be the only answer.

6-74. Present Manufacturing Method. The pro-
cess starts with a disk shaped blank, or "slug,"
of fine. grained, spheroidizad, mild steel (FS
1030). The blatk is cleaned, phosphate-coated,
and lubricated. Figure 6-21 shows the sequence

6-6 PFAT 111! ABLE COPY.6-26 ;Now
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5 TH DRAW 6 TH DRAW TRIM NECK FINISH

Figure 6-21. HEP fabrication

of ie draws. Note that the thickness in the nubbin is moved In on the cross slide, working
original cup is largely maintained in the draws. the hot wall of the shell around the prfile of
The punches have reduced noses which draw the the mandrel to a tit on the nose. The Ut is re-
body into the thin-wailled extension of the lower moved in the finish grind.
region of the tube. After each of these opera-
ticns, the component is annealed at 1,250"F, 3-76. Finishing. Following these shaping op-
just below the lower limit of the critical range, erations, (I) th, shell is ground to meet sur-
for 45 minutes. The spheroidized structure is face finish requirements; (2) the bass is faced
retained while the hardness, induced by cold and recessed; (3) the band is welded to the

work, is removed, body; (4) the band, which in to be pre-engraved,
Is broached; (5) the base is tapped; (6) the shell

6-75. Cutting Off the Base. After the final is tested hydrostatically and with air; and (7) It

draw the piece is again annealed and given one is cleaned, phosphate-coated, and painted, out-

more draw. The base, closing the tube, is cut side and in. After loading, the base plug which

off, leaving an open ended. "can" which is carries the fuze is screwed into the shell base.
trimmed to length. The open mouth is closed The copper gasket between plug and body
into an ogive as follows: (1) the thin wailed guarantees tightness.
end is nosed, leaving a smaller open mouth;
(2) a mandrel Is inserted in the shell, and bears 6-77. Hardness Testing. Because of the method
upon the partially closed nose; (3) the shell is of functioning of the HEP shell, it is important
rotated in a lathe and an oxyacetylene torch is that the hardness be accurately controlled.
played upon the partially formed ogive until Figure 6-22 exhibits the results of a typical
wclding heat is reached. A stellite-sheathed Rockwell B hardness check.

- ~ 6-27
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MANUFACTURE OF ARMOR-PIERCING SHOT AND CAPS

6-78. Introduction. Armor-piercing shot may internal defects, incluing seegregatis-, pipe,
take a variety of forms. They may be made (1) checks, and flakes.
witL or witivout a cavity, (2) ogival- or trun-
cated-nosed, (3) capped or uncapped. Any com- 6-80. Manufacturin Techni es. Fir-r 6-13
b natlhn of these choices is also possible, shows the first sequence of operations on the

bar stock. Each operation Is performed by one
The following paragraphs describe the mamu- spindle dian automatic screw machine, index-
facture of the 37-mm A.P shot, M51, as prac- ing 105 pieres per hour and running at 256
ticed by the NaWonal Pneumatic Company. The rpm. The mwiizd bodies are fed i*to a
processes which this capped mosobloc shot go centerless grinder which brings the bourrelet
tLrough are applicable to other types of shot to limits of 1.4475--1.4485 inches; and the
also. Differences in size and shape of shot will region in reai of the baid seat to 1.436 - 1.439
modify the procedures, but they will remain inches. The none is then profiled on a stx-
basically the same. A major difference exists statiom ,crew machine. The sequence is shown
in the case of shell with cavities -- in this case In fig-re 6-24. The shot is then degreased and
the rough forging must first be made by the a number stamped on the base to identify the
pierce-and-draw process -but these shell are lot and, if necessary, the heat from which each
at present obsolescent. shot was made.

6-79. Steel ,oecificatons. WD-4150 electric 6-81. Heat Treatment. Tb. shot are heatedtiS... ... a radlant-tube, reduelng-atmospbere f-uroace.
furnace steel, mamnfactured to Ordnance speci- a atmotube, fed ciwLa atsere furae
fication 57-107-D (with the exception that the Tho atmosphere, fed frm a separate genera-
carbon range is 0.52 to 0.57 percent) Is used ting unit at a temperature of 1,580F, floaws

for this shot. The structure must be at least rom the diarg end of the furnace forwad
50 percent lamellar pearlite. The composition to the loadin end, pwre the as"e burn, p"r
of this steel is given as: carbon, 0.52 to 0.57 beating the shot in the process. The shot ar
percent; m se, 0.60 to 0.90 percent; phos- oll quenched at 140 to I18F. They are then
phorus, 0.025 percent; sulfur, 0.025 percent placed in a batsh-type furnace, where ti cy are
mirus,0.025percent; suifur, 0.125 prcent mitempered for four hours at 325"F. Afte- tern-
minimum; silicon, 0.15 percent minimum; prnteso r loe osad~r7
chromium, 0.80 to 1.10 percent; molybdenum, pering, the shot t arelow to stand ;or wa2

0.20 to 0.30 percent. Jominy tests are required hours, after which they are hot-asd-coid water

in order to ensure hardenability to the tested to determine whether not they will
fled 79 to 52 Rockweell A. The steel is melted crack. One shot from each heat in cut through
In 0-ton Heroult electric furnaces and poure the center (as shown in figure 6-25) andehecked

into 15 1/2 in. square, big end up, molds, for hardness at the r*s Indicated; 79 to 82
into 15Rockwell A In required. The microsb~truc otuefitted with hot tops. After slow cooling to avoid lke A s cired.ts of highly -ture 4the hardened sbot coonists of highly __1L id

checks and flakes, the Ingots are stripped, re-
heated, and ralled down to 4-inch square bil- mente the sot-diecoI -
lets. "'ollowing slow cooling, the billets are ment, the shot are a Iried, lsupect I
pickled, surface conditioned, then rehe d ad for surface defects, and shot blasted preparn-

rolled down to i'onnds 1 and 17/32 inches in tory to matching with caps.

diameter. These are annealed to reduce the 6-82. SpecIficatios of Steel for the Caps. The
hardness to 183 to 212 Brinell, and machined composition of the stee for the cWps is: car-
to diametral Limits of 1.453 to 1.459 inches. bon, 0.90 to 1.00 percent; sillcoa, 0.40 to 0.65
A sample is taken from the top bi each ingot percent; tungsten, 3.75 to 4.L'5 percent; sxafur,
after it Is rolled into the 4-inch square billets. 0.025 percent maximum; manganese, 0.45 to
Disks, cut from the samples, are hydrochloric- 0.65 percent; chromium, J.70 to 0.90 percent;
acid etched and then examined, by both mill vanadium, 0.30 to 0.40 percent; phoapborus,
and U. S. Army Ordnance inspectors, for 0.025 percent maximnm.

I.6-29
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All bars must be thoroughly annealed to 240 a cap is cut an shown in figure 6-27 and
Brinell maximum. 'they are turned and ground ch.ecked for hardness tt the points indicated.
within limits, c, 1.431 inches and 1.435 inches. After hardening the caps are cleaned, drained,
A disk is cut from one bar c each heat and rinsed, and blown dry. After drying the caps
checked for surface decarburiv.at~on atd struc- are shot blasted.
ture.

6-83. Machi.-n•C•pperations. Figure 6-26 shows
the sequence of machinuig operatious on the
cap. These are carried out on an 8-spindle
automatic screw machine which ,ndexes 85
pieces an hour at a spindle speed ci 168 rpm.
On an automatic lathe, the cap is then faced off
at the point where it is cut off from the bar in
the screw machine. Rt is then notched at two
points, 180 apart, and threaded for the wind-
shield.

6-64. HeJ Treatment. The caps are heated In
an Induc'on farnace to approximate.y 1,625"Y
and oil quenched at 140 to 180"'. Periodically

F/,rae 6-27. Cap profi*

6-85. Watching and Soldering. After shot blast-
Ing, each cap is maWthd with a shot body upon
which it must spin perfectly without excessive

Seliarance.. The cap remains on the body uabl
ready for solderfug. This is doe by pLacing7 -the bodies and the caps in an owes at 385*?.
The caps are fluxed and Uined, the body is

"* \ • inserted in the cap and rotated slightly to cei-
ter it, and the solder is allowed to set. The
cap•ed shot is then washed, the exces solder
Is trimmed off, and the shot checked for comr-
centricity of thd cap threads with the brirlet

plied to check for cras.

-8.F~nishft' OperstionA The capped shot
aewashed, and buffed with a wire buffer. The

shot are the banded and the b•n is machild.
Care must be takes to cleass the copper out ci
the rel•e roove and to see that the tracer
bole is clem. The finished shot are gtweu a
final wash prior to inspectm, utich includes
Cai of the band, relief g:oo, body dnam-

fture 6-2. AP shot profile @ter, depth of tracr hole, and weigt. The

_ I J
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bends are Men stenecilld vith the Government masked and Abe shot a" sprayed with lacquer
.Id mumber Md the maindacurer's lot num~ r and tAtrated dried. After dryin the thread

IUty~. h bond and th* threads utich en- protectors are removed and the shot are packed
gsp' the wtndashteU n the uAne oa the cap are with their windshield, for ablpmea.

.I
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THE MANUFACTURE OF HYPERVELOCITY ARMOR-PIERCING (HVAP) SHOT

6-87. Components. The HVAP shot is made up 6-89. The Base. The base is a steel forging
o1 a tungst-.n carbide core, a steel-banded made from F31314, 1.J1010, FS1020, or731315.
aluminum body, an aluminum nose piece, a It closes t.ie rear end at the body cd the shot,
steel base, and an aluminum windshield. These to which it is screwed and staked. The outside
parts are assembled to provide a light projec- of the base is machined with a groove for the 4
tile with an extremely hard dense core which rotating band and for the attachment cl the
is highly effective against armor plate. cartridge case. A tapered recess in the rear cd

the base provides a tolerance In machlni to
6-88. The Th. Te body co the shot is a hol- enable the weight cd the shot to be held within
low, aluminum-alloy cylinder, apprcalmately specified limits. A bole In the bottom of this
two diameters long. A bourrelct of seamless recess permits the attachment of a tracer.
steel tubing is pressed on the forward end of
the aluminum body, and machined to ride on
the lands of the rlflin# of the gun and prevent 6-')0. Windshield. The windshield Is s thin
balloting. The forward portion, just beyond the walled, die-cast, aluminum-alloy cone which
bourrelet, is threaded to receive the aluminum- is screwed to the body. It streamlines the
base alloy windshield, and the same size of shot and locates the -center of gravity ol the
thread is provided at the rear of the body for projectile to the rear of the center of buoyancy,
the attachment of the steel b.%e. The outer sur- in the interest of stability in flight.
face of the body Is finish machined and the
interior is bored out to a diameter slightly
under 2 Inches, to within I inch of the front end. 6-91. Assembly. This aluminum nosepiece,
This forward portion Is threaded internally for which engages the point ci the tungsten car-
the installation of the nose piece, an aluminum- bide core, is screwed up and tightened to 150
alloy die canting In which the point cd the pound-inches of torque. The core Is then in-
tungsten carbide core rests. serted and the base screwed and staked.

4-35
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THE MANUFACTURE OF TUNGSTEN CARBIDE CORES

6-92. Introd.ation. Tu"gsten carbide cores are the carbide, or carbides, and blending the
presew;ty used in both HVAP and HVAPD3 shot. mixture by ball milling. This can be done
Aithough they are quite expensive, no sAtis- either wet or dry.
factory substitute has been found as of this
date. Their mantiacture, similar to the pro- 6-95. Compacting and SintcrinK. Preparedpow-
cess fnllowed for the production of commercial ders are formed Into shape lor use either by
tungsten carbide, is described in the following cold pressing,, followed by shitering; or by hot
paragraphs, pressing, during which the prevising and sinter-

ing are done simultaneously. The material is
6-93. Tungsten Carbide. Of the two tungsten pressed into hlard steel molds, at pressures of
carbides, only tne monocarbide is u3ed for trom 5 to 30 tons per square inch, depending
manufacturing cemented carbides. This is pre- Co the size and shape. Sintering is performed
pared either by heating a mixture of tungsten at 1,400 to 1,5W0C. (2,550 to 2,730*F) for from
powder or tungsten oxide, with a calculated 30 to 60 minutes, in a protective atmosphere of
amount oa carbon powder in a hydrogen atmos- hydrogen, containing sufficient carbon to pro-
phere, containing carbon; or by heating tung- vent decarburization; or in a vacuum. During
sten powder or oxide in a carburizing atmos- the' sintering operation, the material goes
phere. The carbon powder may be lampblack through a plastic stage as a result of the for-
or sugar carbon. mation of a eutectic, between the cobalt and the

carbides, at approximately 1,350"C (2,4607),
6-94. Milling and Blending. Aiter the carbide thus wetting the carbide particles that do not
has been formed, it is carefully crushed, milled dissolve. This eutectic becomes the cementing
and screened. Compositions of the various com- material, surface tension drawing the particles
mercial %rade are prepared by selecting meas- together. After cooling, the sintered product
ured quantiUes of the binder metal (cobalt) and has its final properties.

BEST AVAILALE COPY
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THE MANUFACTURE OF BRASS CARTRIDGE CASES

6-96. Introduction. The following paragraphs and a head whose thickness is approximately
describe the manufacture of the 120-mm brauss the same as that of the original disk. The out-
cartridge case, M24, as prn'cticed by the Chase side diameter is uniform at 7.004 inches. The
Brass and Copper Company. While the methods first of these draws takes a 250-ton hydrau:tc
used by other manufacturers may diLfer in press; the second calls for 200 tons; while the
detail, the process described may be con- third and fourth require 100 tons. The came is
sidered typical. edged between the third and fourth draw*, in-

stead of merely after the final draw, to re-
The cartridge bra.is is 70 percent copper and move the "ears" or unevon mouth which are
30 percent zinc. It is rolled to a thickness of thought to be caused by "thick and thin," or
0.820 •o 0.835 inch, and annealed to a grain eccentricity of the original cup. This causes
size of 0.075 to 0.150 mm. The upper and the metal to tend to draw out more :n one
lower surfaces of the rolled strip are scalped, place than another. Considerable force is nec-
leaving a finished thickness of 0.700 to 0.805 essary to strip the draw from the punch; if not
inch. The strip is blanked to disks, which are cut off, the points of the anrs would burr over.
then cupped and drawn four times, with inter-
mediate washing, annealing, pickling, trimming, 6-99. Heading. (See figure 6-30.) In order to
and lubrication. The job is completed by head- form the head of the case and to secure the
ing, Zaltpeter annealing, tapering, machining, desired physical properties, I.e., a hardening
and final edging. For the drawing operations, induced by cold work, the metal in the closed
highly poUsh,%d tungsten carbide dies are used, end of the draw is upset in a powerful hydraulic
and are dry-smp lubricated. Heading, which press. Two steps, each requiring a maximum
"proved troublesome because of tool breakage, thrust of 2,700 tow, are used. The heading
is performed by meano of a two-piece die, tools consist of the punch, a built-up 'post' or
with a ring shrunk around qn insert. Care is support within the case, and a die around the
to be taken in handling the case to avoid dents head to control its shape as the punch tqueezas
and the consequent risk of exces3ive folding the metal radially nutwards. The post consists
during tapering. A chrome flash is used on the of 15 spacers, held together with a tie rod.
tapering dies to avoid deposit of brass film. A built-up support, rather than a solid post, Is

used because of the relative ease with which
6-97. Blanking and Cupping. (See figure 6-28.) these spacers can be heat treated to obtain the
The blanks are sheared in a knuckle-joint toughness and strength required to support the
mechanical press from strip 14 inches wide. heavy punch load, as well as the flexibility In
Twelve to thirteen disks, 12.18 inches in diam- adjusting the height of the post. The die is sup-
eter and 0.80 inch thick, are cut from each ported by a shrink fit ring.
strip, giving a scrap loss of about 40 percent.
The disk is then pushed through a die by a 6-100. Tapertnj (See figure 6-30.) In prepo-
punch to form a cup 8.260 inches in diameter ration for tapering, a vent hole Is drilled In
and about 5 1/8 inches long. This cupping op- the head In order to release the air which
eration reduces the thickness of the metal in would otherwise be trapped inside the case by
the bottom of the cup very slightly, while draw- the liquid saltpeter used for the semi-anneal
ing it down to 0.613 around the lip. prior to tapering. In order to help guarantee

success in the tapering operation, the mouth of
6-98. Drawlg. (See figures 6-28 and 6-26.) the case is chamfered inside ard out. The edge
After living been annealed and pickled, the must be free of burr, dents, and chatter marks
cup is drawn out in four successive operations which might start a creame. In the mamdacture
and two "edgings," or mouth trimmings, to a of this case, tapering is the most troublesome
closed-end tube 32 3/16 inches long, with side operation. The case is thrust into the tapering
walls which taper to a thickness of 0.042 inch die by a 150-ton hydraulic press, and removed
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F,'r. 6-30. Cartvw'' cae process dowsef

by a 25-tom knockout. This case has three dif- contour cutter, which chamfers the lvaide sa
feren di metral tapers. Accordingly, to al- o~d na ~rtmStamping, by UMesa of
plilly grinding and reduc toolmaking couts, the a drop hammer, coicludes the machintng at-
,ie Is made in live seotlons. Now Vrprties Vence. It Is dam after final inspection and
required for successful tapering are (1) & identifies the case as to manufacturer, year C,
mouth soft enough to withstand reduction; (2) a manufacture, lot mftr, =a the name and
body which Is strong enxigh to resist the thrust designation f the compont.
al the tapering punch and sufficiently rigid to
prevent the formation of pleats. Adequaft lu- 6-102. A g 9. u citg-atmog-
brication, to promote the flow af metal in the phere, gn frad furnaces am used for the
die, must be present. process anneals. Temperaturs are held at

1,250'7 on all draws eept the last, which is
6-101. Head Machining and Stampng. (See fig- 1,150-'. ToWal time In the furnasce Is 70 mis-
ure 6-30.) The case is firmly clamped in a utes for the cup and 60 mlmntes lor the draws.
collet chn•ck and the bead is machined in three When It Is noceusary to noften only a portion
opeatis. Th hydraulic knockout used to re- of the case, saltpeter anneals are used. The
move these cases from the tapering die tends case, after beadiaL is immersed for 2 min-
to distort the head, hence, the customary prac- ures, mouth down, to a depth of 14 to 14 1/2
tic* of machini the head prior to tapering is Inches. In the mothanmeal, the saltpeter is
not followed. The case in finshed to length by a held at around 17SF; only about 5 inches of
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the cae are immersed. After stamping, the exterior surfaces oa the case. If no change in
fincohed caoe is Wen low-temperature, clor of pieces of red and blue litmus paper
streas-re..f anneal, at about 530"?, to relieve occurs, after 30 seconds of applietion to the
the locked-tn stresses which have been held saurfaces, they are asumed to be neutral. A
r*sp<xwble for season cracking, test for cold shuts (fold-ins), at the interior

radius of the head, is carried out on one case
6-103. 1.m.*Uon Procedures. Plant inspectors per lot. A radial section Is cut from the base,
have a sc l iimensl& checks which polished, and nitric-acid etched. The excess
are made at various stage& of manufacture. acid it washed off and the specimen immersed

in ammonium persulfate to accentuate thli grain.
Goernment Inspection, in addition to checks of Microscopic examination then determines the
alse and shape, Involves certain physical and depth of the cold shut. This may not extend
chemical tests. Under exposure to certaia at- beyond tangents drawn to the interior of tho
mosphere, cartridge brass will"season crack" base Lad the sidewall, so that they intersect.
it reaidual stresras are present. In order to RockweeU B hardness should var- from 35 ne r
determiza 'whether the stress-rellef anneal has the mouth to 68 in the region of the head, with
remoed thee. locked-in stresses, two cases an intermediate value of 64 at 23&5 inches up
from each lot of 5,000 are cteaned in nitric from the head.
acid, rinsed, and Immersed in a solution of
mercurous altraft. After vaporizing the excess Proving ground tests require that
moisture, a mercury deposit in left on the 1. The cae must enter the chamber of the
cae. Any crack, which under normal conli- gun freely.
Uo would have appeared in live years, wlU S. No flutes or cracks shall appear after
develop under this test. A litmus-paper teat firing.
is performed to determine the presence of 3. Obturation must be satisfactory.
re"sdual acids or bases on the interior or 4. Extraction must be easy.
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THE MANUFACTItP-v. Of DRAWN STEEL CARTRIDGE CASES

6-104. Steel for Cartridge Cases. Most steel tools during the cold-working operations broke
artillery cartridge cases have the following thrcugh the lubricating films and caused ex-
composition: cess~ve frcticon. A layer of soap is easy to

apply, remains Itac du-ing the forming and
Percent drawing operations, and can be removed with

Carbon ............. 0.25 to 0._5 hot water.
Manganese ........... 0.60 to 0.90
Phosphorms ......... 0.040 max. 6-107. Precup and Cup. (See figure 6-31.) The
Su•lur .............. 0.045 max. first drawing operation in the manufactire of
Silicon ............. 0.10 max. the steel cartidge case is the cup which forms

the head and first few Inches of the sidewalL
The carbon content tN determined by the phys- This was formerly done in one operation, but
ical pror ;:ties required in the lower sidewall. the common occurrence of fracture of the cup,
The steel is o"pheroidized before the cupping especially when 0.30 percent carbon steel ra
and precupping operations, in order to increase used, caused operation to be divided into two
the amount of deformation the steel will stand stages. Following the first of these, the "pre-
without fracture. The cold work to which the cup," an Inspection determinee whether there
case Is subjected during manufacture increases is any sign of a rupture or potential rupture.
the hardness, the ultimate strengih, and the If none Is observed, the precup Is placed in the
yield strength so much that it is necessary to cupping die and the punch carries the tom-
process anneal. The recrystallIzation temper&- ponent through the die, ironing out the sidewalls.
ture at which the effects of prior cold working Finished cups are inspected for evidonce cd
are completely eliminated is approximately 'tool foading," that is, the incipient or actual
1,050"F. wel'.ing of steel parcles from the cup to the

die, punch, or stripper fingers. This may be
6-105. Steel Blanks. (See figure 6-31.) The caused by an inadequate soapcoat, which leaves
steel cartridge case starts as a precut disk or bare spots.
blank of the prescribed dimensions. The Ideal
blank would be smooth on both Rides and free 6-108. Process AnoaL Th. cold work on the
from all surface lmperfection•. Since such cup distorts the ferrite grains and greatly in-
perfection is Impossible, surface defects are creases the strength and hardness a! the steel,
classified as those which iron out and those while at the same time drastically reducing the
which do not. Among the latter are notches, ductility of the steel Before any further work
which, during the drawing operations, may be- can be done the cup must be amealed by beat-
come stress rals-rs. Disks having surface Ing above the recrystallizing ,emperature (that
blemish - may be salvaged by grinding. Is, by heating to around 1,150OF and holdiag at

this temperature for five minutes). Until re-
6-106. Preparation for Cupping. The blanks cently no attempt was made to control the at-
are (1) rinsed to remove soap whilcb may have inosphere of the anneal • urnace, thus rzold-
Lv.n picked up from the com'eyor workholders; ing the formation of scale. Hence It has been
(2) washed in an alkali cleaning solution to n-cessary to '"pickle" the cups in order to re-
remove oil and dirt; (3) given a rinse with mcrre the scale. While the use of a cantrolled
trisodlum phasphate to remove the cleaner and &Imosphere does not entirely obviate the ne-
promote unitorm soap coating; and (4) s ap- cessaty of pickling, the amount of scale formed
coated. This is done in one contiauous opera- is conolierably reduced; as Is the pickling
tion. Many lubricants, such as oils, greases, time. Capita) investment in a controlled-atmos-
and graphitized compounes have been tried as plhero furnaw- is about 50 percent grekter than
lubricants for the drawing operations, but it in an air-atmca.'here furnace, and there in still
has been iound that the intense pressures of the some uncertainty about the ultimate advantap
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K ~F4Wtv 6-31. Progressive drawuqg of fovxWmlg.d ,uachitsug operations reqtdred to muw4actasre
a typi.cal steel cartridge case, from the blank to the fixisked cast

of scale control.Snce the presence of soony 6-110. Trhimming. Between draws the mouth
film en the components during annealing would of the case is trimmed to eliminate "dead
produce hard sca!e deposits, which would be metal," which develops because, during the
dliffcult to rmvintepickling btthe cus dathe otrsurface oftec e longates
are thoroughly washed to remove all soan prilor more than the inner surface. Hence th, lines

to anealig. o grsni~ flow curve Inward near the lUp of the
case amd show end grain on the inside of the

6-109. Drawing.Protodaig(iue-3) caeThswaesteselanmycue
the cups-Wi-piosphate, cotdad hnap- cruoenl rupture. Aohrproeo
coated. The phosphate acts as a host to the the trim, particularly after the final draw,

Swhich is used as a lubricant to prevent and before arnd after tapering, is to secure
metal -to- ta contact during the drawing op- uniformt ntelnt i h ieal rm
eratlais; the latter progressively reduce the ming is done both by a nibbling operation, which
thickness and length od the sidewall. The mum- sihears the surplus metal In a series of strokes
b er dM draws required depends on the total r*- of a cutter while the case is mourted on a
duction in wall thickness from cup to finished mandrel; and by a rotary trim be,'ore the
case. Each draw is designed to produce a ro- taper. Tht rotary trim produces a barr-free
ductlon of approximately 40 percent, which Is edge; the shearing action of the nibble trim
the ma-'mum that can be sustained withouzt produces burrs which necessitate a mouth
cauaiag excessive variation In the thickness, ream to prevent scratching of the chrome
or a fractur, of the sidewall. Consecutive plating al the punch during the subsequent
draws may be made without intermediate In- draw. U the steel Is process annealed, there
bricati'on if th, tota reduction is limited to Is very little risk of trouble except In the
70 percent. case of commecutive drawing.
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6-111. Prehead__and.jn.ajCa4. (See figure hardened and tempered. The Induction coil
6-31.) Cold-worked steel is muý-h mbre "notch raises the case to a temperature of 1,700 to
"sensitive" than brass; therefore,, all stress 1,8007?. This Is followed by a quench with
raisers must be eliminated, especially from Large volumes of water, preferably appled to
the internal radius of the head. Actual cold both inside and outside of the case.
shuts in this ayea may be tolerated in br2as
cases, but in a steel cartridge case, ballistic 6-114. Magnetic Hardness Test. To ý'ck on
f 44,ire could result. The steel cartridRe cam the heat -reating, all cases are tested for hard-
is headed in two operations. The preheadlng noes in a mafn*Utc hardness comparator. A
operation, by gathering metal at the center of standard case of known hardness is mounted
the head and at the periphery, redistributes the in one Induction coil while the case under test
metal in the head of the case to facilitate the is inserted in r, similar coil. The standard coil
formation of the primer boss and the flange and the test coil form two arms of a Wheat-
during the final heading operation. Preheading stone bridge. If the magntic characteristics
is done by a heavy squeeze In a hydraulic or (dependent upon hardness) al the case under
knuckle-type press between a statlorary post test differ from the standsud, the bridge will
and a die mounted on the face of the ram of the be unbalanced and an output voltage will appear.
press. Tinal heading forms the flange of the
case and the primer boss, and shapes the en- 6-115. Heat Treatment in Preparittlon for
tire Interior of the head. Heading is a critical Taperin. The cold work in the final draw
operation, since rouioness of the internal ra- raises the haitness of the case to around
dius of the head may raise the stress in the 96 Rockwell B, but at the same time materially
steel during firing to a point where the head reduces the amount of deformation the steel
separates from the body. can withstand as a result of further cold work.

Since the tapering of the cartridge case Im-
6-112. Piercing the Primer Hole. Using a poses severe stralis on the steel of the side-
mechanical press, the primer hole Is pierced wall, beat treatment is required. To obtain
in the bass of the cartridge case. Piercing at maximum increase in percentage elongation
this stag makes it possible to finish-mach/he without appreciable loss of hardness, a tern-
the primer pocket during the machining co the perature between 1,000 and 1,050"7 is r.-
he-d. Formerly, the primer hole was pierced quired. U the temperature is allowed to rise
after the taper trim. This necessitated the use to 1,050"?, recrystalllzatlon takes place and
of air vent tubes In the salt pot used for the the steel loses much of its hardnes and yield
taper stress relief. These air vent tubes per- strength. The case is therefore Immersed, up
miffed the escape of the air from the inside of to the regeon that was hardened by lnducion
the case when the cases mwre dipped, mouth beaftng, in a salt pot at 1,020"7. It Is beld
down, into the molten salt; the trapped air es- there, mouth down, for a period cd four or five
capes through the primer' hole. Following the seconds.
piercing operation the case is passed through a
combination wash and pickle machine, where 6-116. Tapering (See figure 6-31.) Following
the sospcast, phosphate costirng, and lnciderztAl the low-temperature stress rellevingoperutlon,
rust are removed and the case is thoroughly pickling for the removal of scale, and tL, ap-
dried preparatory to beat treatment of the pLicatio of a ciat of soap to the outside for
sidewalL lubrlcaticm, the case la tapered. This operatas

devlops t'e final coutour cf the body section
6-113. Sidewall Heat Treatment. The amnc~wt of by forcing the case ir.to a tapered die in a
elastic recovery (A the cartridge case after vertical hydraulc prse. Not all cases suc-
firing depends primarily on the elastic limit of csfully withstand this treatment. Am the
the steel in the sidewalls. If the elastic limit resultant defects are (1) "fluti," a waviness
Is low, there will be more plastic deformation of the sidewall arising from Inadequate stress
and consequently g sa--,"r recorery. Since it relief, failure of the sospy lubricant, or the
is difficult to develop the requisite mechanical plugging ad the air relief vehis in the die; (2)
properties in the sidew&Ils c the steel case, "wrinkles," an aggravated fI4rA el fluting; (3)
especially the critlcai region near the head, by collapse of the body of the case, often caused
cold work alone, this portion Is lnduction by a raged mouth giving ri* to high loalized
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strms; (4) scoring by the taperun tools; and iaspectors make the final acceptance gaging of
(5) stretcher strains, a patters of L4eder's the case. Uispectmon before coalting ad only
ULw sotimese oLorved as the surface at avoide damage to the cost, but in the event that
oar. steel subjected to cold work. Stretcher a lot to rejected It obtwates the need to remove
strains inicate that at"" relieving has bees the varnish or zinc plating befW reprocessing.
awr"In ; the temperature Mea risen above Government ntoormediate Inspection procedure
1,0OF, recrystallisatlon of the steel has taken Involves inspection of cartridge cases in sub-
place, sad the hardness of the body may be lots of apprazImately 2.000 cases. Acceptability
below speciftcutim of each sublof Is determined from as inspection

at about 100 cases from each. If the first aam-
S-117. Mac'hiw-tOprst__s on the R.ed and pies from a sublet contain more defects, of

p t t. OSee figure 6-31.) The cartridge any kind, than permitted by standard sampling
came is thoro#Liy waswd and dried, so that it inspection tables, a second sample, twice the
eca be keld Pecarely dring machining. It is sizr of the first, is taken and Inspected for the
thea Inspected sad defective cases art rejected class at defects which were the case of re-
beforee machinin. The head of the can&e, the sampling. If the defects of the second sample
flange, tia shoulder, the primer hole, and the are too numerous, the entire sublot Is rejected.
mouth al the case are finash machined on a
special lathe, which may be at one of two 6-120. Prctective Cnatings. Two types at pro-
types: (1) a s"inle-spindle, center-drive lathe, tective coatings are used on steel cartridge
or (2) a multi-spialle machine. The single- cases, zinc, or phenolic '•arnish. Zinc is pre-
spindle mazchine 'i preferred because of lower scribed by the Navy and varnish by the Army.
ntial cost and gre•uer convenience. The cold- The cases are prepared by removing scale,

worked structure al a steel cartridge case formed during the mouth anmeal, as well as
presents difficulties In nawchiing. The material shop dirt and any traces of machining oil. The
is exceodingly tough and produces lon&, stringy Tarnieh coat is uniformly applied by dipping.
chips which ar bard to handle. Following After dipping, the cost Is air dried prior to
machinin the cases are 100 percent Inspected bsqg, in order to avoid thin or be" spot&
for size and shape. The mouth at the ca se i resulting from flow od the varnish on first
then reeised to the correct dimensions by holl- contact with the heat of the oven. The phenol
ng the case in a special fixture aid fort•no'gi formaldshyde reeln varnish specified for this

s-lein plug into the monuth to a depth of one service bakes by polymerization at a tempera-
Inch. The case is tapered sltghLy undersize, ture of 400"'. The varnish case is tested by
and then resized after machining, in order to mouring 3 liters of Ottawa sand upon the i-
insure its passing the chamber Pge inspEction. lined sideoall through a vertical tube, 3 feet

lonig, located 1 inch from the case. The area
6-11i. Mouth ApneaL The last production op- abraded must not exceed a specified UmiLt.
eration on the case prior to applcation ad the The baking at 400'F also serves as a low-
protective coati is a moutA anneal to in- temperature stress relief which protects against
crease the ductlity of the steoL This Is done rupture dring firing, but does not appreciably
for two reasons: (1) unwies relieved, the high lower physical propertieo. Cases which are to
yield and low percentage eloration character- be zinc plated are stress-relief annealed astep
Istic of cold work may caus4 the mouth to split the taper but before plating. Before zinc cost-
on firing; (2) if tUe case is attached to the shel lan, the case is cleaned electrolytically in an
by crtmpWng softening of the mouth is essential. alkaline bath. After rinsing, and an acid dlp to
Every balf hour, a mouth-anoneled case is re- neutralize all traces of the akI cleaner, the
moved from the production line "~d given a outside and Inside of the caa* are plated to a
Rockwell test at Live points in the annealed thicinesa of 0.00015 to 0.00020 inch.
son to deterz.ine whether the bardness meets
specification. 6-121. Final Inspections. These are made both

by the manufacturer and by the Government.
6-119. Governent Intermediate _nMctL L. The ,nspection by the manufacturer is pri-
After all m-m-acturing and waswng operatiox nmurily visual. Scratches, cuts, dents, lamisa-
have been ccmpWeed in preparation for the ap- tions, and other blemishes cause the case to be
plicatlon of the protective coat, Government set aside for possible salvage. The inspector
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is also on ti't lookout for coating defects, in- lailure meanw r*)'ctioa of the lot without
csuding blisters, unevenness of varnish coat or further appeal.
alac plate, and bare spots. A recheck of hard-
nose, in the magnetic comparator, is also made 6-122. Head Stamp and Packing. The head of
to make sure that no cA.e slip,s through without the cartridge case is stamped by the manu-
being properly heat-treated. The final Govern- facturer with the lot number, the component,
merit Inspection is similar to the intermediate the code designation ot the manufacturer, and
(paragraph 6-119), except that this time 300 either the Ordnance bomb or the Navy anchor
samples are selected from a lot of not over to signify sc.-eptance of the loA. Two percmnt
25.000 cases. Included in the Government'r cl the stamped heads are then checked with a
final inspection is a Rockwell hardness te.-t special head thickness gage to insure that the
applied to 10 cases per lot, failur, of 1 case stamping ridges are not excessive and that the
in the group is cause for rejection of the en- head ias not been distorted. The finished cuaes
tire lot. The manufacturer may request that are then packed in corrugated paper cartons
a second group of 10 be selected. Another for shipment.
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THE MANUFACTURE OF TRAPEZOIDAL-WRAPPED STEEL CARTRMIGE CASES

6-123. Introdiuction. The following paragraphs
describe the manufacture oi the trapezoidal-
wrapped steel cartridge case, 120-mm, M24LI,
as practiced by the Murray-Ohio Corporation.
The methods described are typical ol the manu-
facture of this type of case.

In order that this type ci cartridge case may

be the equivalent, in all respects, ol the stand-
ard brass case, the foUowl-4 characteristics
must be maintained:

1. Stable dimensions, with emphasis on the
region ca engagement with the gun, head en-
gagement, and datum diameter ..

2. Uniform internal volume, to accommodate 4,"*
the exact quantity of the charge

3. Good obturating quality Figure 6-32. Body layou,
4. Free and uniform ejection
5. Resistance to weathering effects of the

elements.

4-124. the Bo!y of th,, Case. This is mad*
from at -dz mill tolerance steel sheet (SAS
1008) sheared and trimned to h trapezoidal the lap seam (in other words, a smooth closure
blank (figure 6-31). The bla.Lk is rolled into an on the outside ad the case) tn".cates good work-
open-ended, tapered cylinder, and expanded by ability ci the metal. Following expansion, the
hydraulic pressure against the waills of r die, bodies are tackwelded at the top and at the
and tack-welded at top and bottom. The wrapped bottom o( the seam with a 1/4-inch ýong bead
sheet comes from the rolls rath'r Iocee, with to hold the case to its expanded size through
the upper and lower edges od the trapezold the subsequent spinirng operation, which turns
forming the mouth and the base, respectively, over the lower lip ci the case to fit Into the
so that there is a single wrap at the mouth and head.
several wraps at the base. Before wrapping, the
sheet Is washed and varnished oa both sides. 6-126. Spinning the Lower Lip. A nix-Jawed
Since the varnish Ma a tendency to age harden, collet chuck, carried by a lathe spindle, closes
the sheet is worked immediately after baking. the coiled body upon an expanding mandreL

An air-operated pusher head, mounted cc the
6-125. Rough Rolling and Expand.ng. The trap- lathe tail stock, is used to push the work into
esoidal sheet Is rough rolled in a specially the tollet. A motor-driven mechanism on the
built machine. One end of the long lower edge lathe carriage causes a flanging roller to move
of the sheet is entered between the first suid over a series co fixed paths, which progres-
second rolls. These are backed up by a third sively form the flange in a series al "passes."
roll, which turns the sheet arounr iato a The collet is provided with an e.ectionarrange-
tapered cylinder. The "wrap-up" is then low- ment, which pushes the work forward as the
ered into a die over a rubber bladder. Alftr collet opeak and permits its ready removal
the die is sealed, hydraulic fluid pressure at from the spinning lathe. For some types of
15,000 psi presses the bladder against the in- cartridge case, the flanging may be done prior
terfor o the case and expands the case againat o empansion, instead of afterwards, as in this
the walls of the die. A well-defined offset at case.
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6-127. Completion of the Assembl_. The base, wrapped cases can be aet up, in dispersed
or head. A * c"* is burnt outlhrom SAX 1545 areas, ia a very short time. Sise no beat

steel plate which Is ground and machined, then treatment Is requlred anywhere in the pro-

fastened to the body (figure 6-33). The several cess, the expenesve furnaces, with their es-

parts of the head assembly are enameled and acting -controls, are eUmlted. ardness

baked to protect against corrosion and weater- checking 1 not necessary, Lad the highly

i.g. qualified inspection personnel normally re-
qv'ired for this service are not needed. In

6-128. Advntaggs of Wrap- p Canes. Wrapped general, since the wrapped case Is made from
cartridge a&es date back to an 1889 U. S. standard rolled sheet, requiring little attention
patent. Appa-ent? tha problem of sering led to avcdd minor Imperfections, the care which
to abandcament in fa'or of the drawn case, for is exercised to avoid tiny flaws or wuder-
wtlch hydraulic press capacity bad to be pro- surface Imperfectiors (causing ballistc fail-
"vided. The wropped case does not require these ure) in the drawn case is unnecessary. Thus
presses. Recently, the development of the inspection costs are held to a minimum.
rheet-metal industry and the expansion af steel
sheet capc•ty hpx paved the way for the salu-
tion of the major probiems of design and pro- 6-130. Pezice. Experience it the Xorean

duct!on. These are principally the flanging a war demonstrated the acceptability d ths

the lower lip and the exparslon and locking of wrappea case. The only malfunctloas reported
concerned certain undesirble characteristics

,NICM of the nitrocellulose lacquer coatings. This has
BASE See --APC since been corrected. The flaxlbll Ay of thic :ase
SEL -gives It an advantag over the drawn cue, es-

COLLAApecially those drawn from steeL 71e spiral
NUT seami, acting an an expansion joint, enables itto

fill the chamber withou ruptuklzW. The multi-
compOnet Construction at this case offers ad-
vantages in salvage. Since the base Is fastened
to the body by simple threaded attachments,
battle balvage of the bases (which represent a
substantial portion df the manufactbring cost
of the complete case) is a definite poeubllity.
Being flat, they ar easily shipped. The body

Fipre 6-33. 120-mm case assembly ,'Ould also be shi.aped flat, or merely regarded
as expandable

the case itself. The other processes involved
In this method are not fundamentally complex. 6-131. Inspect Body stool is chocked for

thickness and hardness. After rough rolling,

6-129. Facilities. The initial cost of produc- thO body is visuaUy examined for flutes, and
tion-line machines for wrap-up cases Is small to see that no leaf extends more than 1/8 inch
compared with that for cup-&nd-draw. They are above matn leves. Bass ar spot chock-A
not highly specialised, and are to be found In for blemishes after grindine. Government in-
many sheet-metal works. Les space Is re- speclon Includes the normal site and samp
quired, hence production lines for trapezoidal- gge checks.
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THE MANUFACTURE OF PERFORATED CARTRIDGS CASES

6-132. tntrouction. The manufacture of per-
rorateJ cartiidge cases (figure 6-34), used in
recoilless weapons, is similar to th'* nethod M " •
used for the manufietiire of any drawn case, -*

with the followinr exceptions.2.sAdtfro the finual apreng to e inside orf th.e,,.•,, .. '
1. The perforations are punched prior to the .

2. After the. final tapering, the inside of the ..

case is shot-blasted to insure a smooth in-
terior. fture C-34. Perorated cartride cas

3. TZe irspection procedure includesacheck
for alinement of the perforations. case. The case rests in a shoe, or cradle,

during the punching operation to seable it to be
6-133. Perforating. In the earlier stages. of indexed for successive rows of perforations.
development ot this type of cartridge case, the A complete row of punches descends at a single
holes wer d0-illed. This practice was too slow stroke and punches the holes through the die
fkr quantity production, and has since been bu.!ons in a die holder on the anvil. A blast of
supplanted by multiple punching along the lorgi- air blowp the chips out of the anvil throqh a
tudinal axis. The case is supported internally chip receiver pipe. An automatic indexing de-
by a sliding wedge and anvil, which are ex- vica then turns the case and moves it loWi-
panded by air pressure alter insertion in the tudinally -in order to stagger the rows of holes.
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ENGINEERING DESIGN HANDBOOK SERIES
The EngLnesriag Designi Handbook Settee is intended to provide a compilatioa of principles and funlameutal data to

supplement eerience in assisting engineers in the evolution of new deosilne which will meet tactical And lc*ucal
needs while also embodying satisfactory producib lity and Maintainability.

Listed belowt re the Handbooks which have been pubhlsbed or submitted for pubLication. Handbooks with pibtica-
lion dates prior to I August 1962 were published as .20oertes Ordnance Corps pampalets. AMC Circular 310-J3. 19
July 1963. redesignated those oublications as 706-setries AMC painphlete (i.e.. ORDP Z0-136 was redesignated AMCP
706-138). All now, reprinted, or revised Handbooks are being published as 706-*eries AMC pamphlets.

Genersia nd Miscellaneous Subjects Ballistic Missile Series

Number Ttle Number Title
lab Elements of Armament Engineering. Part One, ZOI(S-RD) Weapon System Effectiveness (U)

Soirces of Energy 212 Propulsinn and Propellants
107 Elements of Armament Engineering., Part Two, 284(C) Trajectories (U)

Ballistics 286 Strucbtires
108 Elements 3f Armament Engineering, Part Three,

Weapon Systems and Components Ballistics Series
110 Experimental Statisics, Section I. Basic Con- 140 Trajectories. D1tierential Effecto. &ad

cepts and Analysis of Measurement Data Data for Projectiles
Ill Experimental Statistics. Section 2. Analysis of 160(5) Elements of Termina BalUistics. Part

Enumerative and Classificatory Data One. Introduction, Kill Mechanisms,
112 Experimental Statstics. Section ), Plauningand and Vulnerability (U)

Analysis of Comparative Experiments 161(S) Elements of TermIal BaliUstics. Part
1l1 Experimental Statistics, Section 4. Special Two. Collection and Analysis oi Data

Topics Concerning Targets (U)
114 Experimental Statistics. Section 5, Tables 162(S-RD) Elements of Terrmina BalListics. Part
134 Maintenance Engineering Guide for Ordnance Three. Application to Missile and

Design Spec- Targets (U)
lis Invention$. Patent&, and Related Matters

.. 136 Servomechanisms. Section 1. Theory Carrialges and Moiunts Series
137 Servomechanisms. Section 2, Measurement 340 Carriages and Mounts--General

and Signal Converters 141 Cradles
138 Servomechanisms. Section 3. Amplification 34Z Recoil Systems
139 Sereomechanloms. Section 4. Power Elements 343 Top Carriages

and Syste-r Design 344 Bottom Carriages
170(C) Armor and Its Applicaton to Vehicles (U) 345 Equilibrators
Z52 Gun Tubes (Guns Series) 346 Elevating Mechanism$
270 Propellaut Actuated Devices 347 Traversing Mechanisms ¶

"290(C) Warheads- -General (U)
331 Compensating Elements (Fi.e Control Series) Materials Handbrlyoks
355 Tbe Automotive Assembly (Automotive Series) 301 Aluinumra and Aluminum Alloys

302 Copper and Copper Alloys
Ar.munlition and Explosives Series 303 Magnesium and Magnesium Alloys

175 Solid Propellants, Part One 305 Titanium and Titanium Alloys
176(C) Solid Propellants. Part Two (U) 106 Adhesives
177 Properties of EXP0osivi0 Of Military lntieeot, 307 Gasket Materials (Notnmetallic)

Seci.n I 308 Glass
178(C) Properties of Explosives of Military Interest. -.1C^? Plastics

Section 2 (U) 310 Rubber and Rubber-Like Materials
Z10 Fuses, General and Mec.hanical 311 Corrosion and Corrosion Protection of
211(C) Fuses. Proximity. Electrical. Part Ones (U) Metals
Z12iS) Fuses. Proxrmity. .lectrical., Part Two (U)
AIM3S) Fuses. Proximity. Electrical. Part Three (U) Military Pyrotechnics Series
914(S) Fuzes. Prorruty. Electrical. Part Four (U) 186 Pait Two, Safety, Procedures and
ZI5(C) Fuses. Proxmmity, Electrical, Part Five (U) Glossary
244 Section 1, Artillery Ammunition--General, 187 Part Three. Properties of Materials Used

with Table of Contents. Glossary and in Pyrotechnic Compositions
Index for Series

245(C) Section 2, Design for Terminal Effecti (U) Surface-to-Ai. kbssile Series

246 Section 3, Design for Control of Flig8mi Char- 291 Part One, System Integration
ctescs292 Part Two Weapon Controla47 S*ctiC€ 4, Design for Projection 293 Part Three, Computers

247 Section. 4,sDesign orpection 2 4(S) Part Four. Missile Armament (U)
2'48 Secon� �m m ispection Aspects o ArtiDeiry Z95(S) Part Five. Countermesaures (U)

Ammni~tion Design b96 Part Six, Structures and Fvowr Sources
Z 49 Section 6. Manufacture of Metallic Components 497(S) Part Seven. Sample Probhem (U)

of Artillery Ammunition
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